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The "Europa Transport" publications  present a substantial  part  of  the
statisticil  information  on the  international  intra-Community
transport  of  goods collected  under the  "Market' Observation ljystem" '
Three reports  are Published :
-  AnalYsis and Forecasts
-  Annual RePort
-  Market DeveloPments'
The contents of  the  following  "Annual Report 1986" are as frcllows:
Chapter 1: General Assessment
AII  3 modes
Roed_
2,L  Intra  Eur-12 international  road activity  in  1986
2.2  Detailed  analysis  of  the  intra  EUR-IO
international  road haulage market in  1985
2.3cross-tradesro[analysisofthemultilateral
intra  EuR-10 international  road haulage market in
1985 and EUR-12 estimates for  1986
2.4  Traffic  with  Spain and Portuqal  (tonnages)
2.5  Transit  traffic  through Austria  and Switzerland
2.6  Transport InquirY  SurveYs












OveralI  development of  the traffic
Devel-opment bY relation
Inland Waterways transport  by commodit)' groups
Inland Waterways transport  by transport  market
Fleet  developments  and overcapacity
Inland Waterways transport  by ftag
Transport inquirY  survey
Cost and Prices  indices
Chapter 4: Ra il_
4.L  General traffic  develoPment
4.2  Traffic  development by relation
4.3  Traffic  development by commodities
4.4  RailwaY Price  indices
Combined_transPort
5.1  container  transPort  (f986)
5.2  Piggy-back transPort  (1986)
Chapter 5:t.l
CHAPTER 1
General market assessment -  Al.l- modes
General Note
Except where otherwise stated,  all  Communrty totals  r.n this
Report refer  to  EUR-I2 even pri-or  to  1986; it  follows  that  the
Communrty totals  are not generally  comparable wrth  throse
published rn previous AnnuaI Reports.
Volumes of  international  transport  within  the Community
International  intra-Community transport  rose to  a record high
in  1986 with  a modest increase of  2.0*.  This growth s/as less
than predrcted and reflects  the growing difficulty  oI:
forecasting  global  traffic  volumes in  terms of  "simpl.e" macro
indrcators  suEh 5s gross domestic product  (gOp) or  industrial
productron.
The road traffrc  arowth of  4.7*  in  1986 was almost identical
with  the two prevrous years (+5.68,  5.0*).  For the  last  3 years
gdp gre\^r at  2.4*,  2.5*  and 2.6*  so that  growth of  road traffic
has been almost exactly  twice  that  of  gdp. As other  modes
showed slower growth, road continued to  strengthen rts  share in
the market.
Rail  traffic  suffered  a sharp declrne in  1986 princrpally  due
to  the  further  deterioratron  in  the  steel  industry  and the  fact
that  the  Iast  guarter  was particularly  favourable to  inland
waterways due to  less  adverse weather conditrons.
Inland waterway traffrc  i-ncreased faster  than total  traffic
( for  only the  second time srnce L979) ,  but  the outstandrng
event in  1986 was vtj-thout doubt the  "boom and slump" on the
Iiqurd  cargo market.
Combj-ned transport  was held back by strrkes  and the  r:eductlon
in  mitk  transport,  following  the  Tchernobil accj.oent, but,
despite this,  traffrc  losses were restricted  to  2* in  1986.Year
Mode r983 1984 r985 1986




























Tota I 428.4 455 .9 460. L 4.69. L
Table 1.I
Note:
Annual intra  EUR-12 tonnage flrcws by mode of
transport  (mio tonnes)
Table L.2 Annual growth rates  rntra  Eulit-I2 tonnage
flows  (8)
Year













Tota L + 6.4 + 0.9 + 2.O
Table 1.3 Differentral  growth rates
(l.loaal growth rate  mrnus total  growt rate)
In  tables  1.I,  L.2  and




















-L2.9 + I.7L.2 ModaI split
Table L.4,  which grves the annual moqal split  development,
shows the  contl_nued increasing  market share of  road.
The 1986 decline  in  rail  share completely  wrped out  the galn
achieved in  1984 and maintained In  1985. Inl-an<l !'iaterway
share contl-nues gradualJ-y downward. Readers wrll  no'te that
the  change from nun-rcl to  EUR-12 has increased the road share
by about I*  so Chat road Is  Irow higher  than inlancr water\^/ay
over the whole Perj-od examined.






















( prov. )CHAPTER 2
ROAD
Contents
The contents of  chapter 2 can be summarized as follows  3
$ 2.f  :  Intra  EUR-12 international  road
$ 2.2  :  Detailed analysis  of  the  intra
road haulage market in  1985'
$ 2.3  :  Cross-trades,  ED analysis  of  the
EUR-IO international  road haulage
EUR-I2 estimates for  1986'
$ 2.4  :  Traffic  with  Spain and Portugal -  tonnages'
$ z.s  :  Transit  traffic  through Austria  and switzerland.
$ 2.6  :  TransPort InquirY  SurveYs'
$ 2.7  :  Price  and Cost indices'
2.L Intra  EUR-I2 internaticnel--foad  ac!!Lf! in  1986
activity  in  f986.
EUR-I0 intern,ational
multilateral  intra
market in  1985 and
2.L.L  Introduction
Annual data for  1986 at  Community level  from the  Road Directrve




the  same series  as are produced in  the  Quarterly  "Market
Developm""t" Report";  these series  run from 1983 and include
SpainandPortugal,theydonot,.however,includeanybreakdown
by natronality  of  haulilr.  The former analysis  by nationalrty
of  haulrer  (fiom national  sources) wiLl  be disconti'ued  until
data from the  .,extended Directj.ve',  is  avai}able.
2.L.2  Total  Intra  EUR-12 tonnaqes, 1986
International  road transport  between the  L2
form the  EEC continued to  grow strongly  in-
is  provj-"iotully  estimated to  have been 4'7
was onry marginilly  less  than j'n 1984 (5'6
despite  a much lower increase in  industrial
in  1986 compared to  2'7  *  in  I9B4 and 3'3  *
States that  now
1986, the  increase
g.  This  increase
t)  and 1985 (5.0  *)
product.ion  ( I.9  *
in  1985).
Road transport  continued its  traditionat  position  as being the
mode with  the highest  growth rate':1.1.3 Intra  EUR-12 tonnages by relation,  1986
Table 2.0 gives the  tonnages (in  miltions)  for  each relatio,n
(Belgium and Luxembourg combined) for  1986 together  with  rhr:
percentage change from the previous year.  In  a few cases th,r:
1986 figures  are not yet  available  and it  has been necessarl/ to
insert  the value from the previous year;  J-n these cases the
percentage change is  shown as N (lqot known) .
The 15 major flows  (those over 5 million  tonnes) all  occur on
the relations  betweern D, F,  I,  NL and B/L.  For these major
flows the largest  otrserved increase in  1986 lyas NL >  B/L (up 11 *)  followed by NL -> F (up 9 S);  rhe only  flow  to
decline  was D >  B/L (down 6 *).
The intermediate  flows  (those between I  and li million  tonnes)
are more dj.versery oriented.  Large increases were observed to
and from Spain (D ->'E  (up 3I  *),  E >  D (up 30 *),
F >  E (up 22 *),  E -> F (up 13 *))  and atso
NL -> UK (up 23 *);  the only  flow  to  decline  was
D >  UK (down 6 *).
For the  smaller flours (under I  miltion  tonnesi) there  are often
large  changes; it  is,  however, more appropriate  to  examrne the
row and column total.s  of  rabre  2.ot  this  is,clone in  the  next:
section.
2t. L.4 Developrnent of  inward and o@or  each Member ffi
Graph 2.0 shows the development of  inward anr:t outward tonnactes
for  each Member state  together with  that  for  rntra-EUR-l2 as a
whole (the development of  inward and out\,rard flows  are
necessarily  equal).  Each graph uses r00 as the base in  1985
permi.tting the quick  identification  of  rhe  1985 to  1986 change (ttre figures  are also  shown in  the margins o:f: Table 2.O) as
well  as the maintenance (or  otherwise)  of  re{::ent trends  since
1983.
A very diverse pattern  emerges from these graphs. The nost outstanding features  are:
(  r)  the  rapid  growth of  traffic  wit"h Spain and
Portugal consequent on adhesionL (notn
pre-adhesion and post-adhesion,)  .
(  ii)  the decline  of  traffic  with  Greece (since  tgg.l).
1i.i-r) the  stagnation of  outward traffic  from Denmarlk.
compared the high grolyth of  inw.ard traffic.
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l32.2  Detailed analysis  of  the  intra  EUR-IO international  road
haulage market j-n 1985
2.2.L  Introduction
As explained ea'rlier,  the data currently  a'!railable for  1986
are taken from man.y different  sources and ilo not  permj-t a
detailed  structural  analysis  to  be carried  out with  sufficient
consistency and re,liability
The most extensive comparable data current.l.y available  rel-ate
to  those collected  for  the  Road Statistical-  Directive  for
1985.
Note that:  a)  b'ilateral  traffic  is  cove:r:ed by the  Directive
but  that  cross-trade  traffic  is  not
(= traffic  by haulier  from Member State  tt.
between Member State B an<it Member State C).
b)  Tonnages for  Italian  haul.i.ers relate  to
foreign  trade  statistics,.  the
tonne-kilometres  have been estimated assumi.ng
that  the  average distance  to  eactr Member
State is  the  same as that  of  the hauliers;
from the partner  country.
c)  Tonnages for  Luxembourg heruliers for  19831 and
L984 from the  Directive  harve not yet  beerr
delivered  to  the  SOEC i  I9El2 data continuers to
be used provisionally  for  1983 and 1984.
d) The figures  for  the  UK arer parricularty
sensitive  to  the problem of  unaccompanieit
semi-trailers  which are not  recorded i-n the
road Directive  statistics  and should
consequently be treated  wi.th some reserv€r.
Further UK-traffic  across the  Northern
Ireland/Republic  of  Irelanrd Iand boundarf is
excluded, this  exaggerates the  apparent share
of  Irish  hauli.ers both to  UK and EUR-10 total
( tanle  2.5) .
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IN  +  OUT=  Totat  19gS/I994
Share *































19 4OB + 20 009 =
L4 369 + L4 52I =
6654+  6868=
23 364 + 25 3,48 =
L4 606 + 19 9134 =
1485+  15.3I=
2L27+  19.10=
787 +  563 =
2L52+  2B5B=
497 +  5ll8 =
2L.9  2L.6  2.1.9
16.O 16.3  l(i.t
8.8  8.3  ",7.5
26.7  26.9  2't . L
18.3  19.0  19.3
(1.3)  (1.3)  L.7
2.4  2.3  2t.3
o. B  0.8  0.8
3. I  2.9  2!..8
o.7  0.7  c|.6
85 449 + 94 200 = L79 649  + 3.2 too  100  lotl
l8Table 2.L  shows an overall  increase of  *  3.22 of  the  tolnnage In
bilateraltrafficmovedinlgs5,comparedwithL9B4.
Sj-gniflcantincreaseswerenotedfortraffictolreland
ii'ig.S  *)  arra-io Denmark (+ r1.4  *)  while  there was a 16 I  fall
in  traffic  to  Greece. A large  j-ncrease occured for  traffic  from
u.-rl-ii-o.e  *),  but  there t.t.  substantial-  falls  ln  the traf  f ic
to  Ireland  (-  iS.f  *)  and to  Greece (-  31't  8)'
For the major flows  (over 5 millron  tonnes) tne  largest
increases were lll,  ->'S  (up B.f  *)  and D -)  I  (up B'O *)'  the
largest  faII  was I  -> D (down 3'2 *)'
Tabl-es 2.2 and 2.3 break dOwn the  "bilateral"  tonnage movements
into  those carrj-ed by hauliers  from the  country of  unloading and
the  country of  loading respectively'
The margins of  tables  2.2  and 2.3 lead to  the  results  of  table
2.4 where the market share, P€f Member state  of  traulier,  ls
expressed for  3 consecutive |ears'  For-1985' Greek and Italian
hauliers  lost  market share. G"tmatt haulj-ers rmproved therr
market share.
The detail,  by transport  rel-ation,  is  given in  table  2'5'
l9Year D F I NL B L UK IRL DK rGR
Tota l_
















































































































































































































































































































Table 2.5 Percentage shiare of  traffic
from "origin"  lviember States
( in  tonnes; )  held
(r )
by haul:r-ers
Sj-nce table  2.5 only  relates  tO "bi. lateral"  tra:tfrc,  the  sum o1:
the shares of  traffic  held by haulrers  from the  "origin"  and
"destination"  country is  necessarily  1008; hence the  shares of
traffic  by hauliers  from "the  destination"  count"ry can be obtaj.ned
by subtractj-ng the  share held by the  "origin"  c()untry in  tabl-e 2.5
from I0O*.  Example D hauliers  have 57* of  the t:r'affrc  from F t,o D
and 418 0f  the  EUR-10 traffic  to  D (in  1985).
( I ) Ita lran,  Danl-sfl and
and Luxembourgi an
traffrc  for  these 3
Greek data give  no breakdown between Belgium
comprling the marginal EUR-'IO totals,  the













































Tabre 2.6.  outward/rnward tonnage ratios  by country of  haulier
Table 2.6 shows the  ratio  of  outward/inward tonnages by
countryofhaulier.Ahighratioindicatesdifficult'iestn
ontuining  backhauls, a ritro  close to  I'O  indrcates
well-balancedtrafficandalowratiothattraulierslhaveto
make empty Journeys outwards to  obtain  return  loads'  It
should n"  ,rotea tirat  this  i;  a rather  " simple" indj-cator which
ignoresboththefactthatspecialized.vehj-clesmaynotfind
suitable  backhauls and the  fict  that  t5e volume/weight ratios
may be drfferent  in  the two directrons'
The results  of  Table 2.6 show that  the overall  outward/rnward
ratioremainsstableataboutl.tlbutthatthespreadof
ratios  around this  average remains much reduced (unweighted
standard cievratron j-s O. ig  i" 
',84 
and 1985 compared to  o'32
in  1983 ) .
conrpared with  LgB4, the main changes of  the ouT/IN-r'atios  \^/ere
as follows:
Explanation Change 85/84 Member State
16.0* outwards
+ 20.0t  inwards
5.08 outwards
+  4.OZ inwards
2lTgble-2.7.  share of market hetd by hire  and rewrlrd hauriers on rntra-community journeys (x  ,000 tonnes).
2.2.3  !4lra  fg&:!Q internationat road traffic  _
Shares of  the road hau e market held hire  and rewarrl operators
-b---_
The results from the Road statistical  Directive give a breakdown between "hire  and reward,, and ,,,own-account,'
operators.
I"blg  2.7. gives the share, in  tonnes, fo:r hire and rewar:d hauliers. rn.prev'ious reports the share of own account w;rs given since it  is  easier to see differencers in percerr{.ge" in thb range l0 -  20 E than go -  90 t.  Horve,lrer because of  the subsequent use of the hire and reward datil in assessing the importance of the Comtnunity Quota it  has lireen decided to  show the tonnages (and shares) ior  hire  and rerrard.
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25Table 2.ll  Tonne-kilometres achieved by count:r.y of  haulier  orr international  intra  EUR-ro traffrc  lx  mio tkm).
Member
States
Inward *  Outward I  change
8s/84
Share *








































































EUR-IO 84300 86175 + 2.2 100 100 r00
Table 2.L2 Market share herd by Hire  and Rewar<l hauliers  on intra-communlty iouineys  ( x mio tkm )
lviember
States
1985 Totaf  1985
Hire  and
Reward
Share of  Hire
an<1 Reward rn  *















































































Total 28565 32973 61538 86.9 85.7 85. 6
2(t2.3
2.3. L
2.3.2 Im rtance of  cross-trades  carried  under Communrt Quota
aut r iza trons
Cross.trades,ananarysisofthemultilateralintraEUR-Io
ffid  haurage  m
Introduction
Asexplainedrnnotea)ofSection2'2'l-'theDirectiveonly
relatls  to  bilateral  journeys between Member States'
Cross-trade journeys itt  allowed under Community  Quot€l
authorizatj-ons  (which then are valid  for  the wtrote of  EUR-IO)
or  in  other  sPecific  cases'
The Commission has extensive data on the  Community  Quota
statrstics  (a brief  analysis  was published in  the  l98il  Annual
Report) and is  seeking comprehettsi.r" rnformation on other
types ot  cross-trade  journeys through an extension to  the
Directive.
The number of  communt-ty_!u4a  aulherrselions  which only  grew
l'iit  o:a in lei84 to




the adhesion of  Spain and Portugal to  the  Community'
In  June 1986, the Council took a decision'  in  principle'  to
increasetherr.r*U.tofauthorisationsby4O*cumulativelyfor
each year up to  Lgg2' However as formal legislation  on thrs
had not been agreed, the  Commission \'vas obliged t9  take  a
decision  on tfr6 nasis of  the  existing  15 ? rule,  (to  which
some extra  authorisations  were added in  compensation) so that




second half  of  LTBT was thus lI'535'
Asthecriter:.afortheallocationofauthorizationsbetween
Member States depends, particularly'  on ggnng-kilometres' the
analysis  present;d here relates  principally  to
tonne-kj-Iometres and not to  tonnes as was published :rn the
1983 Annuar neport.  Further  it  is  more appropri.!9  :l'.examine
the  share of  community Quota authorizations  j-n all  "hire  and
re\,rlard,, movements in  terms of  tonne-kilornetres aS the  avera9e
distanceunderaCommunj-tyQuotaauthorizationisabouttwice
thatofaltmovements.tanre2.L3showsthemainresultsfor
tonne-kitometies  for  r9B4 and r9B5 rogether with  est:lmated







Intra  Community international  road traffrc E;Emovrn ;':  _ffitr.,




Hire  and Reward bilaterals
Cross-trades (under
Cornmunj_ty  euota )
Total  Hire  and Reward
of  which


















ee,, t  ( p)
15.537
*  of  Total  Hire  and Reward









I  of  Total  under Community
Quota
Cross-trades
282 . 3 . 3  q r9:s--!r3999-9tg9l-g9rig91t!r-999!e-gg!ll 9r1gg!193e-9r-!ggle:
State s6 5spl.i"er
I'ables 2.L4 A anO ts sftow the breakdown ot  tlte  varrous
tonne-kilometre  figures  for  hire  and reward movement's  j"n 1985
ancl 19ti6 respectively  by natj onality  of  haulier.
Table 2.14 A
1 9 8 5 T ONi,] },.KI LOI.]81'iTES II'I1'H}T}]AT IOI\AL INTRA-COMI".UN I l]Y
=tni;.==i"-a-na;#a=oni]-:;irriSn--f ofr'fr e:Fir6fi e€Fagf -
(a)  The figure  for  Italy  iras been calcuJat-ed fronr t-ne
(est.i.mateo)tonne-kilometresfo::allltalianirauliersby




AII  movenents U s i ng Corrrn .
Quota





























































AII  movements IEsCs-Eomm.



































































EUR-I2 957L7 p 3401 991.18p 15537
30The following  table  2.L5 expresses the  results  in  percentage
terms.
Tabl-e 2.L5 Percentage of  movements bv type  1985 and 1986
Cross-trades as A
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As far  as the  importance of  cross-trades  in  all  hire  and
reward movemenLs is  ao.r""r.r"a,  the  resurts  for  1986 (finar
colutnn of  Tabfe 2'L5) show that  Metnber States fall  into  4
groups.
r)  L:  over 358
ri)  NL, B,  rRL: 6  108
iii)  F,  UK, DK: about 2 -  4*
i" j - 
D;  T ,  GR, E,  P:  less  ttran o ' 68
The exceptionally  high  fig-ure for  Luxembourg is  due to  the
small geographi"if  ti't"  of  ttte  country which makes some
cross-trading  -ssential'  The hrgh figures  for  NL' B and IRL
are due to  the  rerativery  "*uii-g"ogiu_phicar 
si-ze and position
of  NL and B and, in  the  case of  inl'  the  ease of  pi'cking up
roads for  the uK whire retuining  from the continent.  The
resultforDrlrGRrEandPshowsthatthesehauli-ersarenot
currently  i-nterested i'n cross-trading'
-11Frnally  in  Table 2.1.6 the evolution  of  the percentage of cross-trade  movement.s under Community Quota tl first  column o:f Table 2.L5)  in  recent years is  examined.
Table 2.16
PERCENTAGE  oF cRoss-TRADE MovEtvlENTs  uNDER col'lMuNr,uy euorA By MElvitlER srArE oF-HAULTERS--
The results  show that  the overall  proportiorr  of  cross-tradirrg has been very stable  in  recent years despite.che  large  increr,jse in  the number of  authorisations  i_n l9B5 and 1,996.
The large  increase in  cross-trading  for  F in.t9B6  is  due to  the adhesion of  Portugal and, more especially,  Sp,ain to  the
Community which increiased the possibilities  for  F hauliers  t.r) translt  F on intra-Communj_ty journeys.



























































EUR 10/122.3.4  Cross-trades under Community Quota authorizations  by lvlember
State of  loading
The figures  in  Tabte 2.I3  for  hire  and reward haulie'rs  can
also be broken down by lvrember stateg  of  loading  (or
unloading).  The breakdown by l{ember States of  loading is  given
i_n Table 2.L7 and a table  in  pereentage terms,  similar  to
Table 2.I5,  is  gi-ven in  Table 2.L8.  In  both Tables 2".L7 and
2.18 the  figurel  for  EUR-10 are necessarily  the  same as in
Table 2.14 and Table 2.L5 respectively'
Table 2.L7  f 985 Tonne-kilometres  international  intra-Comnlunit
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movements
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EUR-IO 2I.L 13.6 2.9
There is  much more variation  betlyeen Member Sltates in  the
percentages shown in  Table 2.15 than in  Table 2.LB; this  applies
to  all  three  colums of  percentages. This  impl.res that  wherea,s
there  is  a wide variertion  in  the  propensity  o:f hauliers  of
different  nationalit:Les  to  carry  out  cross-triades,  the
geographical  spread of  the cross-trade  movements i-s more €Ven.
342.4.  Traffic  with  Spain and Portugal -  Tonnages
As in  the previous section,  the  analysis  is  restricted  to
bilateral  traffic,  l.€.  cross-trade  traftic  is  excltuded.
2.4.L.  Traffrc  with  Spain (E)
Table 2.L9 Tonnages carried  by EUR-lo and spanish hauliers  to  and




Hauliers  trom Haulrers  from Hauliers  from
EUR.



















































































haulrers 8676R 9259 10r3 6
Growth rate +7* +9*
I I  Haulier  of  the  Partner country'
In  1985 overall  traffic  with  Sparn grew by 9?'  alm<>st the
double of  the  intra  EUR-IO average '
WhereasthetonnagesforSpanishhauliersshownear}ythesame
increase rn  1985 as the previous year'  the growth rate-of
tonnages transported  by- hauliers  ?roto the partner  EUR-I0
countrres was Lwice as high  ( rz*  compared to  68 ) '  Both the
French and the -  fairly  low -  Dutch tonnages show- a 
-
substantral  tn.t"u""  t-" 1985i German and Italian  trauliers
ho'..,"'seetheirtonnagesactuallydecrease.
352.4.2.  Traffic  with portugaf  (p)




Hauliers from Hauli-ers from Hauliers  from
































































































hauliers 888 I  017 L O52
Growth rate +153 +33
por 1985, EUR-10 traffic  with  Portugal shows only a 3t  j-ncrease,  brralow
.the EUR-10 average (4.7*,) and much less than the spectacul-ar 158 grov/th
in  1984. Portuguese haulie:rs however increased their  share in  road
'Eransport substantially  (49*' in  1983 to  558 in  f 985.) .
l62.4.3.  Traffic  between Spain and Portugal
Table 2.2I  Tonnage carried  by Spanish and Portuguese haulrers  l-n




Hauliers  from Hauliers  from Hauliers  from































Growth rate +168 +24*
In  1985, traffic  between Sparn and Portugal j-ncreaseo
spectacularly ii  Z+*,1 p.*ltularty  due to transports by





Transit traffic  through Austriq
Road transiit  traffic  through Austr:La
l9B5 compared wl_th L9B4 ('oOO tonnes)


















































































38In  1985, total  transit  traffic  usj-ng Austrian  roads increased by 4 I
to  19 mio tonnes.
77 *  of  al-l  road transit  traffic  through Austria  flows between the
German and Italian  borders.
Table 2.23 shows that  three  quarters
borders is  performed by road haulage,
rarlways.
of  total  transPort  bet-ween these
and only  one quarter  bY
TotaI  transrt  traffic  through Austria  between German and













19 2L2 14 083
L4 724
ModaI sPIit
392.5.2  Transit  traffic  through Swrtzerland
TabIe 2.24  Road transit  traffic  through Switzerl:rnd,  f9B5 compa:.ed with  1984 (,000 ronnes).
from
border





























































tronsit - f ood
40In  1985, total  road transit  traffrc  through Switzerland increased by
B *  to  almost I  mio tonnes.
89 *  of  al-I transit  traffic  usl-ng Swiss roads is  concentrated on the
routes between the  Italian  and German borders (67t),  and the  Italian
and French borders (22*).
Table 2.25 however shows that  the  share of  road haulage onJ-y accounts
for  a mere I  *  of  the total  quantity  of  goods carrj-ed between the
German and Italian  borders,  failwayi  neing Oy far  the main mode of
iiurr"port  (due to  Swiss capacj-ty testti"tions  on road vehicles) '
TabI e 2.25  TotaI  transrt  traffic  through Swrtzerland, between German







I"ioda I  split
+l2.6  Transport Inquir)/  Surveys -  Road
2.6.I  Inrrcdgclren
The main aim of  the quarterly  surveys among road haulrer:;  rs
to  collect  withirr  the  shortest  time possJ-ble informatron
about the  changesi that  are at  work in  roa<i transport
(border-crossing transport  EUR-I0; E and P not berng
included yet  in  1l.I.S.  system).
The survey does rrot only  reflect  changes :l_n the  level  of
road transport  activity  during the previous quarter,  but
also  looks forward into  the next quarter.  Arso, a series  of
key-indj.cators  are published,  whrch reflect  the working
condj-tions in  road transport  firms.
Unlike real  stati.stical  frgures,  the  ones published in  tlrj-s
chapter merely rerf lect  opinrons and only  jrndicate a trencl.
Moreover, only global  EUR-10 frgures  are (Iuoted here;  a
breakdown by lvlemb)er States can be founo i,n the publrshed
quarterl-y reports.
2.6.2  Trenepert activrty  -  utilisatj-on  o!  rolfyg  stock
fe!a[n-z-.t] -
Seasonal fluctuatr-ons are very noticeable  on activity  level
and utilisation  c,f rolling  stock in  road eransport:  winter
weather and facto'ries  closing  during  summ€lr holidays  seem to
affect  these indicators  quite  consistentllr.
Smoothing out the quarterly  fluctuations  lcy taking  the
average of  the  "b,alance of  opinions"-frgures  over the whole
year yields  the  following  conclusions:
( i)  f 986 shows an opinion  of  overall  dec.r"ease in  activlt.y
in  almost every Member State,  comparerd to  1985.
However, both French and Irrsh  haulir:rrs report  an
increased activity  compared to  1985. (ri)  The overalt  utilisation  of  rolling  st.ock remains around
the  same average of  the  2 previous ye,ars.
42Graph 2.1.  Actrvrty Ievel  and utilisatron  of  roJ-Iing stock
- 





utitisotion of rotting stock
oct rv rt g
432. 6. 3  lcgnomic_rnd1cgt12re
2.6.3.L.  Investments and recruitments  (grapn 2.2)
Graph 2.2.  Number of  fi::ms  ( * )  declaring  ( i)  t.rc have made
l_tnvestments
( if )  trc have recruited
d:rivers
re c ru rtments
1e83 |  rss+ |  rees
-- 




In  each quarter  of  1986, ,about 40 *  of  the  consulted firms  declared having made investments, a 3 *  increase of  the  anrrual average compared to  1985. Particularly  in  Germany more fir:ms have 1nvested during 1986 than the year before
on the other hand, the number of  fi.rms reporting  recruitment  of ,irivers  remains stable,  compared to  19g5.
442.6.3.2 (sraph_2.3)
of firms (S) reporting cash-flow problems Graph 2.3  Number
quortertg  bolonce of opinions 
- 
onnuol overoges
For 1986, a trend  of  substantial  improvement can be noted"
Particularly  French firms  rePort  a better  cash-flow situation;  Greek
hauliers  however seern to  meei year after  year with  serious  Irquidity
problems.
2.6.4  Conclustons
The overall  results  for  1986, provided by the road transport  rnqul-ry
surveys, are a little  bit  confusrng'
Takrng rnto  account -  the posj-tive  l-nvestments (cf  graph 2.2)
the  stable  level  of  util-isation  of  :rollrng
stock  (cf  graPh 2.L)
and the  exposeO rnformation that  road actrvrty
was actuafiy  up 4.7*  in  1986 (cf  taicte  2'O) '
the  slightly  pessimistrc  figure  for  reported opinion  on activlty
(graph 2.I)  Ls somewhat di-sturbing'
Ca sh-fIow2.7
2.7.r
Price and Cost .indices
For technical  rr3asons, it  has rrot been possib)_e to  inclurfe
the more detail'ad analyses of  road prices  and road costs in
thrs  annual report.
The broader qua:rterly indices  up to  the end of  1986,
published in  the quarterly  report  n.  24 atre reproduced here
for  readers' conveni-ence.
Price indices
Weighted a\/erage prices  in  ECU and i.n nati-onal currency (Nc)  ( 1eB3-1e86  )
Quarterly r3voLution of  price  indj_ces; by relatron  in  ECU
( re83-1e86  )
rHcurirr I er I e2 | a! | ei I er r c. i--ii--i--il--i--e;--i--Al--Ai--i--e;--;Ii--i--c;--i--a!--il;--i
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2.28 TotaI cost  indrces  in  IICU (1982-I986)
Table 2.29 Fuel cost  indices  in  ECU (f982-f986)
TabIe 2.3O Wage cost  indrces  in  ECU (1982-1986)
Table 2.3L  Total  cost  indices  in  national  currency (f982-1986)
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3.f.1  The data and the  summary oi  the contents
Data reproduced in  this  tssue are statistical  data from the
national  statlstical  offices  of  Belgium, the Federal Republj-c
of  Germany, France and the Netherlands. They correspond to
those presented on the basis of  the clirectl-ves relative  to  the
statistical  statements on commodity transports  by inland
waterways handed on to  the  Statistical  Offj-ce of  the  European
Communilies  (nurostat).  The figures  concerning Rhine traffrc,
including  prices,  were provided by the central  Rhine
commission. Data on cost  and price  developments afe  submitted
by the  Instl-tut  pour le  Transiott  par eatelleri-e  (tltg-grussels)
urrO Uy the  Economic Bureau for  Road and Waterway Transport
inSW:-RV"wyk) .  Other data concerning France were provided by the
Offrce  Natronal de la  Navigation  (ONN-paris). The figures  of
table  3.23 were provrded by IvR-Rotterdam'
The analysis  contains a comparison between 1985 and 1986 anct
between lgZg and 1986. This is  done in  order to  provide  an
insrght  in  the  developments  since the  start  of  the  present
crises  rn the  inland  waterway sector'
The tables  and graphs contain  rather  detailed  informatron'  The
analysrs concenirates on the most relevant  items only.
The contents of  chapter 3 can be summarized as follows:
3.1  Overall  developments of  the traffrc
3.2  Development  of  the traffic  by relatron
3.3  Development of  the traffic  by commodrtres
3.4  Inland waterhtay transport  by market (Rhine and
North-South)
3.5  Fleet  developments and overcapacity
3.6  Inland water\^/ay transport  by flag
3.7  TransPort rnqulry  survey
3.8  Cost arrd Price  rndices
493.I.2  OveraII developments





50Table 3. I National  and international  transport  activity  by
country  ('000  tonnes)


















































































*  EUR 5:  Import + export + national  transport
**  EUR 5:  Total  national  transport  + total  export
(See also  table  3.4)
During the period  L979/L986 the total  activity  has diminished
with  almost 1f*.  The French market was reduced by a third.  The
evolution  in  the other  Member States has been less  dramatic
(-9.42  in  Germany, -0.74  in  the Netherlands and even +0.3* in
UEBL). In  1986 the Member States as a whole has registered
positive  results  comparing with  the previous year.  The biggest
uplift  was noted in  Netherlands (+5.78).  Developments in
tonne/kilometers  strow a slightly  different  picture  (see table
3.r.  The t/km total  EUR 5 transport  in  1986 was 5,42 more than
in  1985.
5lrn tkm the total  EUR:-S transport  activity  in'86  was onry 2,,4*
below the  '79 level.
T'able 3.2 National  and international  acti_vity  (*)  by country
( '000 rkm)
(*)  activity  = import + export + national- + transi-t
distances as far  as convereci lvithin  thee
mentr-oned Member States.
N.B.: As the national  statistics  used in  table  3.2 take in.to
account only the distances as far  as covered in  the
Member States,  one must be careful  w:ith the
r-nterpretatron  by country.  For instan,ce, a major po:r't
Iike  Antwerp is  very close to  the  DuLch border,
therefore  an increase of  exports  frornr Antwerp to  NL + D
will  contribute  very little  to  the Belgium transporrE













































































523.1.3  Development  by market
By market, national  transport  and international  tra,nsport,
which t-s split  j-n international  Rhine traffic  ano North/South
traffic,  the  developments  can be summarized as in  table  3.3
Table 3.3 Natj-onal and r-nternational  transport  by marKet







part  of  total  i.w.  transport 51.6* 35. 6* r2.8*
1986-1985 tonnes gained or
















LgTg is  concentrated  in  the natj-onal markets (-I8.8*).  The
Iower actt-vl-ty in  the building  industry  is  to  a large  extent
responsrble for  this  downward trend  in  natl-onal traffrc'
53Rhine traffic  monitored at  the NL/D border has reached rast
ffiiEEE-ilo  t,  rhar  is  5* more rhan in  1985. There has
been in  1986 an extrenre demand for  transport  o:E oj-l  products which caused armost two third  of  the growth of  the  inrano waterway traffic.  This phenomenon will  be exam:Lned in  a more detailed  way later  on ($3.8.5).
North-south traffrc  hars increaseo 5.58 ,  and reached in  1986
ffiow  the evolution  of  thr-s tr.ffic  this report  reveals the  average number of  warting  days on the bourse. on the  regurat,ed part  of  the  North-south market the balance or  imbarance between the  demand of  trarrsport  and the capacity availabre  is  reflected  in  more or  less; \,vaiting
tr-me. comparable with  the rearization  of  prices; on the  free market. That is  the  r€oson why lraiting  time on bourses is considered to  be the brest indicator  for  the  ac.Livities  on that  part  of  the market. rn exception of  the wi-riting time of transport  from France, once more growing, the  ,'tour  de role" ships had to  wait  ress for  their  cargo in  1996 than in  the previous year (see $ 3.7.3,  rable  3.29).
on the  free  markets, specially  on the Rhine, tltre prices  have not  rmproved, on the contrary,  there  was once more a reducrion of  the profits  (see $ g.g.5.).
549.2  Inland vi'atell/ay transPort on a country-by-country  basis
Table 3.4 presents: tonnage frgures  for  1984 and 1985, the tonnage
gained or lost  and growth rates  for  each bilateral  relation  and
for  natronal traffic.
Table 3.4  Inland waterways: tonnes carried,  national  and
- 
internationa I  intrElEofrffin'ity- ria f f ic  ( '000 tonnes )
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55Totar internationar  lrntracommunity traffic  wasi up by 3.8*.  ArlL
totats-G-6u$6li!-and  ingorng traffic  of  the ,Member Srates showed an increase, \,trrth exception of  the exports fro:m France (-0.89).
The brggest increase was noted in  Dutch exports (+3.0 mio r,- +2.9&). Further analyses will  show that  this  rise  in  activLty  was
concentrated in  oir  products ano building  materriars (see table:
3.7 ,  3.9,  3.15 and 3. 17 ) .
Domestic transport
On the national  transport  market the Netherl-an,rls  and Gerrnany
occupred the first  pl.ace, both 7O mio tonnes rre I9g3. Since thren the evolution has beern dif ferent.  In  the follc,rrring years national traffic  in  The Netherrands was up by 5.0 *,  2.".L8 *  and Lo.2 * respectively  to  arri\te  at  83 mio t.  in  1986. T'lhe German market.
hrent sharply down in  1985 -9.3  I  or  6,5 mio t.  with  onry a smalr
compensation in  1986 which brought the total  at. 65 mio t.  Thisr
devergency is  remarkable because the German ec()nomy as a whole, did quite well  compared t.o the Dutch. A further  anatysls will  be grven rn the next paragraphrs.
The smalr Belgian market showed a limited  decrr:ase (-2.9  *)  i_nL
1986. Adding to  this  decrease the one of  the p:revious year (-2.5  *)  than lt  \rill  become clear  that  fittfe  by little  the effect  of  the uplift  that  could be observed rn  1984 (+9.7 8)  is
vanashrng. Thetotal crutcome of  thj.s market is  r;til-l  quite  goo<i..
The evolution of  the French national  market fo:: inland waterway transport  can only be described as dramatic. Year after  year
rosses are noted. The time serles of  annual decreases ('62
-11.9 g,  ,93 -9.6  3,  ,94 -  g.o g,  ,95 _ 9.3 *,  '96 _ 2.3 g)  gives
no reason to  believe that  a turning  point  in  the trend is  near.
3.3.  Inland waterway transport  by commodities
3.3.f  Major commodities
The frve  commoditi-es most relevant to  inland h,ater transport  ares
-  burlding marerials  (NST 6)
-  ores and metal waste  (nSf a)
-  petroleum products  (NST 3 )
-  agricultural  producrs (NST 0 + I )
-  coar  (NST 2)
These five  groups cover 79 I  of  the transport.
lnternat  iorra I  water\.tray
56Table 3.5  (I) Inland waterways. Different  categorres NST in
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@g  nationar  traffic
Consequently the  analYsis in  the
limited  to  Ltte international  tra
were not available'
following  ParagraPhs are
ffic.
57Table 3.6 Different  ca'Eegori-es  NST in  internatlonal  traftrc  in  g
of  the total.























































Tota L r00, 0 1OO, O
Despite the declining  activity
building  materials  (most of  it
far  the most important  l;,25.6 *
(18.4 8).
in  the  buildrng  industry  the  group
being sand and gravel )  is  still  lry
)  followed by ores and metal wastr:
Oil  prooucts occupies the third  place \,rith a total  of  37.0 mj-o
tonnes (17.8 *  of  the market) and precedes by fa:: the  category
chemieals, which, with  l-8.0 ml,o t.  represent 8.7  I  of  the  marker[
583.3.2 NST 6:  Building  materials
After  the  decrease in  transport  of  buildi-ng materials  in  the
period  1979 -  L982 the  market seemed to  have stabr-Iised rn the
years 1979 -  1984. But in  1985 a new decrease could be noted. Last
year,  however, the negatrve tendency reversed ano became positrve.
The uplift  in  this  international  traffic  manifested itself  on aIl
the main relations  (see table  3.7)  wrth an exceptr-on f,or B to  NL
(-  2 Z or  -  134000 t.  )  and the relation  Germany and France in  both
drrectj-ons,  which stayed on the  same level  as 1985. The total
international  NST 6 traffic  went up by LL.2 *  (+ 5,0 rnro t).
Table 3.7 Inland \raterways: Tonnes of  NST 6 (sand, gravel  etc.)
carried  on bilateral  relations  ('000 tonnes).
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growth
593.3. 3 NST 4:  Ores and metal waste
After  four years of  continuing decrease total-  transport  of  NST 4
shrung up in  1984 by 16.9 8,  together with  an additional  growth of 2.L *  in  1985 the revel  of  activity  was then back on the revel_ of
1979. This development has not contrnued durj-ng the last  year.  A lost  of  3.9 * has been noted.
Table 3.8 Inland waterways: tonnes of  NST 4 (ores,  etc.)  carried
in  national  traffic  and on bilate:r'aI  relations.
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Table 3.8 shows tharL there is  only one traff:Lc  relation  of  rr=al
importance: NL -  D, which covers 95 I  of  total  NST 4 transpojrt.  It
wai again thrs  rela'bion that  was mainly responsible for  the:rather
negative outcome in  1986.
603.3.4  NST 3:  Petroleum products
Total activity  on the international  oil  market had an important
evolution  in  1986 (+ L2.4 Z).  A more detailed  examinati.on  of  tab.l-e
3.9 shows striking  differences  by member State.  Outgoing traffic
Belgium and The Netherlands recovered a growth of  3,3 and 3,2 mio
t.  (resp.  + 74.7 *  and + L3.2 g) while traffic  to  and from Germany
and France were slightly  down.
From March tiII  June 1986 there was a strong demand on the oil
transport  market which uplifted  the price  for  Iiquid  cargo in  a
very strong h'ay (see 3.8.5 fig.  3.3 and fig.  3.4).
Unfortunately has thrs  price  upJ-rft brought certatn  investers to
transform dry cargo ships into  tankers or to  let  build  new, taking
advantage of  the investment facilities  rn certain  member states.
The moment the demand for  transport  of  liquid  cargo hren.t down to
more or  less the old  level,  transport  prices v/ent even further
down because of  this  nev/ superfluous capacity.
Thrs development of  the tanker fleet  is  symptomatic for  the whole
waterway transport  market (see atso $ 3.5.3 overcapacity).
Table 3.9  Inland lvaterways: tonnes of  NST 3 (orl  prod. etc.)
carrred on bi-lateral  relations  ('000 tonnes)
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FROM
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6l3. 3. 5  NST 0*1: Agricultur.a I  products
Agricultural  products like  cereals and anLma-L foods are impo,rtant commodities for  inland navigatj-on. The agricultural  sector generates 12 * of  total  inland waterway trafrlic.
Table 3'10  rnland watervrayss tonnes of  NST o+1 (agr:icultural- products) carried  on biraterar  relations  ('000 to:nnes).
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FRO}I




















































































































TotaI transport  volumes of  these commodities \rent do\dn
considerably in  1986. Particularly  there was this  year a strong
drop of  the French exports (-  1,5 mio t)  and in  corrolation  vrith
that  a decline of  German rmports of  the same volume.
The Dutch in-  and exports are ln  balance on ar negative way, they
fall  both approximately -  0,9 mj-o t.
623.3.6  NST 2: Solid mineral fuels
Table 3.11  Inland htaterways: tonnes
rn national  traffic  and
('000 tonnes)
AII  taken together,  1986 was a rather  good year for_the carriers
of  coal.  Total  international  activity  went up by 2.7 *  and the
intercommunitY traffic  bY 5.3 *.
The evolution by relation  indicates  that  coal j-mPorted from
overseas rs  gaitting market share at  the expense of  coal production
rn the communrty. G"rr-n  coal  (community production) dropped by
9.8 *,  while  German imports vla  the Dutch ports went up by 35.4 *.
of  NST 2 (coal,  etc.)  carrred
on bilateral  relations
TO
FROM
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Inland waterway transport  by market
Introduction
Intra-community inlernd waterway transport  can basically  be dj.vided
]lto  two separate gerographical and organizati.onal  markets: the Rhine and the North-'south (i.e.  traffic  between the Netherlarrds, Belgium and France hrest of  the Rhine).
Rhine
About 75 I  of  all  intra-communj-ty  traffic  by:Lnland waterways goes by the Rhine. Moreover, the Rhine prays an lmportant role  in  the interior  transport  of  the Netherrands,  trre Federal Republic of Germany and, although to  a lesser extent,  France. The tab-l_e bel_ow shows the development in  tonnes and tonne/kil,ometres of traditional  Rhine traffic  (i.e.  total  traffic  crossing the Dutch/German border at  Emmerich/Lotr:ith and th,er traffic  above thts border including  Switzerland) :
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I979 I1  L2!; -  5.4 +1415 +  3.9
64In  contrast ro the prevaous year in  which the bad meteorological
crrculnstances  and the poor navigabitity  of  the rlver  due to  the
water levels  had causeb a fall  of  Rhine actrvity,  1986 is
characterized by hrater levels  allowing a 1OO I  loading of  the
ships during the entire  year,  except for  the autumn mcrnths on the
middle and upper Rhine. -During the first  semester the traffic  rose
quicklyrncomparisonwiththepreviousyearand'althroughthe
summer brought about a certain  iet-back,  the l^tinter term showed'
takingintoaccounttheseasonalfluctuations,arelat'rve
recovery.
Table 3.L2 shows that  the traffrc  losses affecting  ther Rhrne
navigation have always been greater  ll^"?lyme  than :-n
ton.r67X:-lometres  duri-ng tne ieriod  1979-1985, except for  this  Last
year.  Inverselyr  the gSins observed have induced more important
irowttr in  the tiera  ol  transport  performance expressecl tn
[.orrrr./tcilometres than those in  brute tonnes. This giveis evidence
on the constant increase of  average transport  distance'
In  1986 tradrtional  traffic  increased by 3'5  *'  from lL87'7 mio
tonnes l-ast year to  Lg4.3 mao tonnes this  yearr whrle transport
performance attained  about 38.3 mrrd tonne/kilometres, which means
an increase of  lo.5  ?.  This growth differential  is  essentially  due
to  the fact  that  the goods tiansported on long distances, all
along the rlver,  have benefited from more posl-tive de'uelopments
than the common goods which are habitually  the main activlty  on
the lower part  ol  tn"  Rhine; this  while the water levels  -  bernq
excellentinmostSectorsduringtheentireyear-tra.ve.playedno
rolewhatsoeverasfarasthegeographicalbalanceofthevarj.ous
flows is  concerned.
If  the  traffic  being  performed on the  Dutch
added to  traditional  Rhine traffic,  one gets
Rhine traffic:
Table 3.13. Total  Rhine traffic  ('OOO tonnes)
part  of  the  Rhrne ts
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+  6729
+ 10 865
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65Moreover, table  3.14 belov/ presents a repartirL.ion of  the vorurnes transported vra the .Rhine by bilateral  rntra-r:rommunj-ty relation.
Table 3.L4. r-l!Ia-cormmunlty Rhine traffj.c  by hri-raterar- rer-atiron ('000 ronnes)
The traffrc  registered at  the Dutch/German border at
Emmerrch/f,oUitn is  arlother particularly  signif;icant  indicator  for
the level  of  activitlr  eg the internatronal  Rhl.ne navrgatj-on.
Tables 3.15 and 3.16 present a separate analysris of  the traffi.c  by
cor0modtty group and by ctrrectl_on.




B+L D F NL Tota I
B+L 9 932 951 lo  612 21 49!;
D r0 941 2 9r5 26 205 40 06:L
T' r 053 8 889 2, 620 L2 562,
NL 16 324 ',73 479 2 646 92 4511
Tota L 28 323 sr2 300 6 5L2 37 437 L66 57tl
Commodrty group r985 r 986 cir:f fer. growth  rB;
0. Agrrcultural  proatucts
1. Articles  of  foocr and
fodder
2.  Coal
3. Oil  products
4.  Ore
5. Steel products
6.  Sand, gravel
7. Fertrlizer
















































89018 925L3 + :1495 +  3.9
66TabIe 3. I6  International
downstream ('
Rhine traf fic  Passl-ng
000 tonnes)
Emmerich/l,oui-ttr
Commodity  group 1985 1986 differ grohr"th I
0.  Agricultural  Products
l.  Articles  of  food and
fodder
2.  Coal
3.  OiI  products
4.  Ore
5.  Steel  Products
6.  Sand, gravel
7.  Fertilizer
B. Chemical Products
















































Total 41308 44293 + 2985 +  7.2
with  a total  of  13.8 mio tonnes registered  Iast  year.at  the
br-,a"t/C"rman  border,  1985 activity-  (130,3 mio tonnes) has been
exceeded by 5.08.  In  fact,  1986 figures  are the third  best  annual
performance ever in  the  Rhine rrist6ry  (records in  1978 and 1984)'
Arr"rug" monthly performance has been 10.9 mio tonnes, wtrile  June
shows the best absolute monthly performance with  a level  of  13't
mio t.  In  this  respect,  one should furthermore note that  the
calculated  gain of  6.5 mio tonnes ?ras been realized  owing to  the
,,relatively  stiong"shipping  activity  in  the  first  semester' Like
traditional  Rhine traffj-c  the  regislered  number of  tonn'es at  the
o"i.61e"rman border has indeed decreased during  the  second half  of
1986 (-I1.1  mio tonnes compared to  the  first  semester).
upstream traffic  has reactred higher  results  with  92'5 mio tonnes
(+3.9*)  and has mainly benefit  irom the  "relatively  strong"  groh'th
of  oil-  proau"is  (+ZZ.6Z) and coal- (27.5*).  On the other hand' the
continuingdifficultiesintheEuropeanironSectorhadtheir
refrexion  on the behaviour of  the ore shipping market which has
lost  8.6?.  Downstream activity  has increased by 7.2*  owing to  a
strong push of  the  building  iaterials  transport  in  the direction
of  the f.fetfrerianas tlig.4Z)  as well  as an increased vollume of
cereals  (+57.0* ) .
673.4.3, North-South
North-South consj-sts of  the  network of  rirrers  and canals west of  the  Rhine betw,een The Netherrands,  BelcJium and France. By commodity group tlire market situation  chanqed between l9g5 and
1986 as follows:
'Iable 3.17  North-South traffic  ('000  tonnes)
Tota I
I9B5 1986 Di- f f erenc,e Growth Rate
216643 49L92 2549 5.5 A
NST Chapters
0 ) agri-cultural
I )  products
2)  coal
3 ) oil  products
4)  ore
5 )  steel  products
6)  sand, gravel
7 )  fertilizer








































-  4L.4 *
9.5  Z
Although one cannot sa)/ that  there  was a considr:rable alteration
in  the North-South traffic  as a whole, with  an overall  growth r.ate
of  5.58,  commodity groups showed sharp ups and downs if  one looks
at  them separately.
First  due to  the  extrenre low oil  price  there  was in  1986 a pol:Lcy
to  stock as much oil  asr possible.  Consequently Lhe transportat:Lon
of  oil  products from sea ports  to  inland  destination  increased
substantially  on both the  Rhine and North-South,,
Secondly, what has been said  for  the Rhine concc'rnj-ng the  decrease
of  the transport  of  or€! as a result  of  the  cont:Lnuing difficultres
in  the  European iron  sector,  goes also  for  Nortlr-South.
68Furthermore there  was a sharp increase of  29L7 tons in  sand and
gravel  transport  and an even extreme decrease in  the
transportation  of  chemical products.  Apparently there  is  a
necessity to  react  almost immediately on fluctuations  in  certain
economic areas. This  illustrates  the  dependence of  the  inland
hraterway transport  market on altered  economi-c situations.
And it  also must be taken into  account that  domestic transport  tn
B and NL and North-South traffic  are 3 components of  the  same
market. The following  examples will  make that  clear.
There are near the  Dutch-Belgian border several  sand and gravel
puts  in  exploi-tation.  If  for  a destination  in  the Netherlands a
Belgj-an put has been used, the  sand or  gravel  transport  htill  be
considered as North-South traffrc.  If  another put  close by but  on
the other  srde of  the border would have been used, one had spoken
of  domestic traffic  for  the  same transport.  So it  can be pure
coincidential  whether a transport  has been labeled North-South or
domestic. OLher commodity groups have that  coj-ncidential  aspect,
too,  specially  on the Antwerp-Rotterdam route.  If  for  some reason
seagoing vessels with  chemicaJ- products temporarily  change harbour
from RotterOam to  Antwerp or  vice  versa it  can cause an alteration
in  the North-South traffic  of  chemlcal products in  a certain
period.
This too  can be an explanation  for  the  sudden increase o'f sand and
gravel  transport  and the  decrease of  transport  of  chemical
products on the North-South in  1986.
693.5  Fleet  developments
The evolution  of  demand has been highlighter,il in  the previous
paragraphs.
In  this  paragraph the  development of  the  surpply side,  i.e.  the
fleet  is  given.
As a reference it:Ls  recalled  that  total  der:mand in  1986 was
-1078 below the  lerrel  of  L979 measured in  t.,onnes and 2.4*  in
tkm.
3.5.1  Total  fleet
Table 3.18 shows the  size  of  the total  flee|t  I'lember State'-  ln
number of  vessels and carryirrg  capacity  bet.'ween 1.1.1979 and
1.1.1987.
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70In  I9B5 the  capacity  of  the  fleet  went slightly  down (-0.88),
which brought Ltre capacity  on the  level  of  -3.6*  compared to
Lg7g. This  figure  is  the  result  of  two oPposite tendencies:
on the one hand the  fleets  of  Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany
and France decreased by 14.58, on the  other  hand the  capacity
of  the  Dutch fleet  increased by L4.7*'
Conseguentllr  the  relatave  shares of  the  national  fleets  in
the  total  fleet  changed considerably over the years,  as is
shown in  table  3.19.
Table 3.19  National  shares in  total  fleet  capaclty

















7lTable 3.2o presenrs the  situation  of  the  Rhi"ne fleet  _ in number of  vessels and carrying  capacj-ty  i:rt varr_ous dates;, in general and by flag.
Table 3'20  Development  of  the Rhine fleet  by nr:rmber of  vessels; and carrying  capacity  (,000 tonnes)




























































































(*)  Swiss fleet  included
( ** )  Level 1. 1. I986
On certain  poJ-nts there  are drfferences  to  br: noted between. the
development of  the total  fleet  and the Rhine fleet.  rndeed,
while  the total  fleert  has decreased in  carry:ing capacity  an<r
number of  ships between L979 and 1987, the carrying  capacitll  of
the Rhine fleet  lvent up in  the  same perioo  w:Lth 994000 tonnes (+10*).  However, ther corresponding number of  ships had a fa-Ll
of  569 units  (-4.98).  Ivtainly the Dutch fleet,  and r-n a mrnor:
hray the Belgian fleet,  took part  i_n this  development.
72Table 3.2L FIag shares of  the  Rhine fleet






















Numerous shrpowners speclatly  in  Netherlands anci 
":I?lY* 
have
asked and obtained a Rhine certrficate  (see tabre  5'zz)
Tabl-e 3,22


















to  a large  extent  similar'
Table 3.22 presents a recent  annual
fleet  uc"ordi-ttg to  origin  of  change:
seII  and buY abroad, new or  exPired
r"t"  only avaitable  from 1'6'86  till
development of  the  Rhine
new Uuitding,  demolishing'
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74scrapping. The Dutch ministry  of  transport  and public  works
repoiis  ifr"  foltowing:  There has been the opportunity  to  introduce
requests for  a scrappi.tg premium from 01.01.1985 to  0I'01'1987'
rnd total  application  amounts to  410.000 tons.  So far  200.000 has
been demolished. whether the total  amount of  410.000 tons will  be
realise<l is  not yet  known. That depends on the barge owners'
The Dutch s"rappittg scheme of  1986 is,  as yet,  a one year action
and concerns onlY drY cargo shiPs '
Change of  flag.  Although the total  Rhine fleet  has almost not
altered  as a result  of  import and export,  the  internal  changes
bethreen the  several  fleets  were considerable on that  point'  More
important i.g.  for  the  increase of  the Dutch fleet  than the  new
Uuitaings was the  import of  shipst  2OO28 tons t-o 70775 tons.  The
fact  trrit  (over)  capicity  is  being exported from one fleet  to
another emphasises the necessity of  an international  approach of
the capacity  Problem.
Table 3.24 s}ows a closer  view of  the  change of  flags  ( import  and
export of  ships)  in  a breakdown in  nationalities  and number of
ships.
Table 3.24  Breakdown in-  and exports of  ships
To
From
NL D F B L Switzerland Others Tota I
export
NL l0 0 3 o I 0 L4
D 2L 0 3 0 2 I 27
F 2 3 0 0 0 0 5
B 2L 4 0 o I 0 26
L 0 0 0 o 0 o o
Switzer 20 I7 o 4 0 o 4L
Others 0 0 0 t 0 0 I
TOIA I
import 64 34 0 11 0 4 t LI4
As for  the position  of  the  swiss fleet  the  following  can be said'
on 15th Jul.y 1986 the  Swiss Parliament has accepted a Iaw that
opens the possibility  to  remove foreign  ships from the  Swiss
shipregister.
The exports figure  of  swiss ships represents no real  exPort but
ratherl  for  financial  reasons under Swiss flag  sailing  foreigners,
who were under the  new legislation  obliged  to  return  to  their  own
national  flag.
that  the  Swiss fleet  witl  9o down in  number from
that  reason.
Expectations  are
*400 to  *250 for
753.5.3  Overcapaclty
At the request of  the  Commission of  the  Eur:opean Communitres the  Institute  EBW in  Ryswyk has carrj-ed out i  general stucly to determrne the prodrrctivity  development of  the  inland  ,ra.rtgit.ol fleet  on a figure  ]rase. rt  has been possibl.e to  anaryse the components of  a voyage -  namely the  loading time,  the navigation  time,  the unloading tirne,  the  nu,mber of  working hours per day, etc'  -  on the basis of  a suf:ficient  number of detarled  reports  of  Dutch ships transportinr,g dry  bulk commodities  on the natronal  and internation,,al mirket.  The general conclusion Ls that_the  general productivity  increase during the period  lt98o-1985 amounts to  3* p,er year.  rr  rre ieclopt this  figure  as a mean for  the  European flelt  ui-ta if  we .rp;porl that  it  is  al-so val-rd for  1986, \.,'e must not.lce -  on the assumptron that  I9l/9 was a year with  a reasonable equilibr.ium between supply and demand -  that  overcapacirly has reached a level  of  2O*.
Table 3.25  EstLmated overcapacity if  the rotal  fleet  and of  the Rhine fleet:
Development  since  1979
I. 1. n987
Total  fleet Rhine  fleet
Denande (rfm)






Ba Iance + 6.4*
Productivity  development + 21. O* +2I.0*
Estimated overcapacity + 19.88 +27 .4*
The results  corresponds very well  to  the  one the  Central  Rtr]ine commission has calculated  with  more detairecl analyses.
while  the global  amount of  tonnage of  the  German fleet  fel.L back by 0.8* during the past  B years and wh:rle the Belgian Rhine freet  has reached its  Lgzg lever  agairr, the outcn Rh:lne fleet  grehr by 32.O* in  the  same period.
The strong  l_ncrease of  the  Dutch the annihilation  of  the national
could partl-aIly  be explaj_ned  by
on nele buitding  (wIR)
Partl-ally  as has been
import of  ships from
Rhine fleet  has contributed  to
scrapping schemes. This gr:owth
the Dutch investment premj-ums
pointed out  before as a result  of  th€)
other  I'iember States.
/o3.6 Inlano waterway transport  by flag
Today we do not yet  dispose of  all  data needed to  determine the
share of  the  fleet  of  each of  the  Member States in  inland
waterway transport  in  1985 and 1986. Therefore,  data from L9B4
(1),  based on tonnes carried,  are presented here 1n order to
give an insight  in  traffic  on each of  the  i-nland waterway
transport  markets.
3.6.f  Flaq shares on nati-onal and internatronal  markets
In  table  3.26 flag  shares are gl-ven for  national  transports,
international  transports,  rngorng and outgoj-ng traffic  and
total  traffrc,  j-ncluding transit  traffic  of  Belgium/Luxembourg,
the Federal Republic of  Germany, France and the  Netherlands.
Next to  the traffic  shares of  each country the  share is  given
for  other  carrLers  ("o").  Under this  heading vessels of  Swiss
ano East bloc  natj-onalities  are the most l-mportant.
Table 3.26 InIand water\^/ays :  national  and international  traffic

















































































































































(1)  Source: Eurostat
1lAs becomes clear  from the table  national  t:raffic  is  i.n the
hands of  transporters  of  that  same country.  In  France and in
the Netherlands fJ-ag shares are almost 100:*, in  Belgium a:nd
Germany flag  shareis are about 90*.  Only Dultch carriers  ha,ye an
appreciable share in  the national  traffic  of  other  Member
States (B* j.n Gernrany and Belgium).
In  rnternational  traffrc,  the very strong position  of  the Dutch 
'
fleet  is  the most interesting  feature.  Not only  do Dutch
vessels carry  53.7* of  Dutch international  traffic,  they illso
are the mar-n tran$porter  in  German (458) and Belgian  (49*)
Lnternational  traffic.  This important markrat share is  ho1d in
ingoing as wel-I a$ outgoing traffic.
In  German and Belgian international  traffir:,  national  car:riers
hold important mar:ket shares of  about a th:Lrd of  the  tonnage
transported.
Of the French internat.ional  inl-and waterwalf transport  marlcet - relatively  smaII -  German carriers  hold the  biggest  share
(31.7*)  in  particular  in  outgoing traffi-c.
In  table  3.27 figures  on market shares in  total  international
traffic,  based on tonnes carrj-ed,  as well  as in  international
Rhine shipping are given.  The market share of  the  Netherlands
has increased fronr 47.4* to  48.0t  in  1984.
Table 3.27  Natj-onal s;hares in  total  r-nternationaL transport  and in
international  transport  by market,  L984 (*)
FIag
TotaI  i.nternationaL

























( 1) Source: Eurost.at
(2)  registered  at  the  Dutch/German border:  source CBS
(3)  registered  at  the Belgran/Dutch border:r source CBS
783.7. Transport Inquiry Survey
3.7.1. Introduction
The results of the opinion surveys carried out among waterway
operators on the Rhine and the North/South network give a quick insight
into the effects of the economlc depression on the inland waterway sector.
0n the Rhine, these surveys are carried out by the Central
Rhine Commission among 2t shipowner companies and cooperatives of private
operators.
0n the North/South, the Institut pour Ie Transport par Batellerie
(ITB -  Brussels) and the Economic Bureau for road and waterway transport
(EBW -  Rlswlk) collect information among a panel of owner/operators and
shipowners  on behalf of the Commission. The Office National de Ia Navigation
- (ONN - Paris) also supplies important information.
3.7 .2  Rhine
The particularly bad meteorological  circumstances during the
first  quarter in  1985 had caused a considerable setback of the traffic.
This could not be compensated for in the spring and the summel, and matters
even deteriorated in  automn because of the water levels. At the begi.nning
of 1986, a recovery of the exceptional setback of the corresponding perrod
in the preceding y-ear occumed. Nevertheless, this traffic  growLh crumbled
during the second trimester and in the summer of  1986 a stagnation of
Rhine- transports alose. At last,  in the fourth trimester, traffic  has
progressed i,relatrvely strongly"',-  becaus'e the bad 'rlavigabilrty of 1985 hasr
not pi'evdrled agarn.
In  general, the good navigation conditions have permitted
a better use of the capacity. In fact, the number of vessels has been
less than in 1985 while the transport volume has been higher.
Table 3.28 Traditional Rhine traffic  ('000 tonnes and '000 000 tkm)
:'000T:
:  1985 :
'000 T
1986
: Change % :  '000 000: '000 000: change %





















































: TotaI :34564:38187: + 10,5
o)
19The interviewees had the impression that the mean transport
prices had been low during the entire year and that the leve1 reached
during the fourth quarter might even deteriorate in the middle of 1986.
In  fact,  nothing whetsoever gives the impression o:f' a turning over of
this trend in the near future.
The use of  capacity available has increasired during the fi:rst
quarters before it  stabilized during the rest of tfre year. As a meian,
only t3% of the shippers; have used their capacity fully  in  1986. Mrost
shipowners situated their loading rate between 75 and IOVA. Approximatraly
7t% of the transporters placed themselves in this cat;egory for the ent:i.re
year; this figure is  somewhat higher during the firsrt and third quartr:r.
No transporter has registered a loading rate below StrA.
Except for the beginning of the year, no request for extra capa-
city  on the free market has been done. The decreasirrg trend has reached
its  lowest point (I4%) du:cing the third quarter to rise again to 2fr6 dur:Lng
the last quarter. At the beginning of the year, 62% ef the shippers st:ilI
have turned to the free market to obtain extra capacity,, However, no relali,ion
between the development of the realized traffic  and the request for exltra
capacity can be established.
In relation with the respective year's quarter, the number of
transport contracts which are newly arranged or prolornged has been judged
as being normal by 77, 158, 76 et 83% of the shippe:rs respectively. 'Ihe
answers of other intervir:wers are half positive half: negative as far  as
si.gned contracts are concerned.
803.7.3 North/South
Waitrng time on the bourses is  one of  the best inoicators  of
activity  on the North/South market for  dry bulk  cargo.
Transport of  oil  products is  free  from bourse-intervention.
The same applies  for  sand and gravel  transport  originating  in
the Netherlands and for  a number of  large  bulk  transports  on
the  relatron  NL-B.
The followrng  table  shows the evolution  of  waiting  days by
traffrc  relatron.  For the total-  of  North/South traffrc  the
level  of  waiting  time  for  the year 1986 showed not  much
difference  compared to  the prevrous years.
The steady growi-ng waiting  time on the F-B/NL relation  has to
be seen in  the  light  of  the  crrsis  of  the  French inland
waterway transport  market and the  local  infrastructure.
The number of  waitj-ng days for  the  French natj-onal market
shows a similar  negative development which has its  reflection
on the  international-  transport.  F-B/NL traffrc  has to  pass the
same relatively  smaIl canals as the national  inland  htaterhray
transport.  The route  from Belgium to  Paris  rs  only accessible
for  shj-ps smaller than 500 tons whereas on the Rhine and
German waterways an average ship already measures over 1O0O
tons.  The French-North traffic  will  likely  leave behind Inore
and more comparing to  the  vraterways with  possibiltties  for
bigger  ships.
8lTable 3.29  Q:arLerly average of waiting days in inten:rational  N/S traffi.c
by traffic  relatiqr





























































































































































T5e general feeling of the transporLers about the rnarket situatl-on
(nat;nce of opinions on rfernand utilisatron of capacity and forecast of
acL:-vrty) ctranged fron very negative in 1984 to less negative and
scnretjrrres slightly positive to,liards tJ:e end of 1985 and stayed that way
during the year 1986.
823.8.
3.8.I
Cost and Prrce rndices
Costandpriceindrceswerepresentedforthefirsttimean
the Annual Report 1983. In  1984 the  system was further
developed. In  r9B5 mi-nor improvements have been made.
Al}lnd]-cesareonthebasisl.l.1979=IO0.Thisyearhad
beenchosenbytheCCRasabaseyearforRhinemarket
observation,  because rt  is  consadered to  be the  latest  year
wrth  equilibrlum  between supply and demano'
Someofthetablesandgraphsthataresummarizedano
commented here,  have atieaAy been presented j-n the quarterly
reports  No. 22 and 24.
Methodology
Cost-:-ndrces-are calculated  for  four  shrptypes :
ships having a carryl-ng capacity  of  350 tonnes;
shiis  having a carryj-ng capacity  ot  99O tonnest
shiis  having a carryi-ng capacj-ty of  1200 tonnesi
pusher units.
When the previous reports  were presented' cost  j-nformation
for  pusher units  was not yet  availanl-e.  Ttrese cost  indices
were therefore  based on the costs of  big  motorvessels 'tiZOO-i""""").  The results  of  a detailed  study on costs of
pusher unrts  became available  in  1985.  The corrected results
over the peraod IgTg-Lg}S are includeo rn the  graphs and
tables  presented in  the annual reports  sance 1985'
The cost  indrces are calculated  following  a 9lven cost
strucrure  rn the base year  (I.f.1982).  The following  cost





On waiting  days the  following  assumptions v/ere maoe :
Rhrne :  I  dalr
N/S  :  I0  days.
Thecalculationsarebasedontheactualcostdevelopmentson
47 international  traffi-c  relations  representing total
rnternational  rr/aterway transport  in  the  Community'  By
werghtingthevariousrelationsandcostelements,cost
indices  are found for  each of  the bilateral  traffic  relations
betweenMemberStatesandfortheNorth-southandRhrne
intand  waterway transport  markets'
The informatron  is  collected  twice  a year'  on I  January and
I  July.
8l!r:cg  rnlicee gog rhS Bhlne are cotlected by the CCR
cooperatron with  the Arbeitsgemeinschaft.  The data provided by 22 transport  organizations,  tltrat meanss the big  ship owner companj_es and some cooFleratj-ves






Price  rndices for  international  North-sourt.h traffic  are
EoTrEcieo ov new-(nijsw:-JxT 5na rre Tei"",rEr;l;-=rh"-- -
information is  obtained from both shipperrj and transporterrs.
some 200 mainry s,mall transport firms provide informition  for this  part of the market observation syitern.
3. B. 2. Overall  cost  develo ent  and b market in  ECU)
over the  last  years the  cost  deveropment :ln inland  navigation has been dominaterc by the evolution  of  fuell costs.  The highest  lever  for  these costs \4/as recordecl on r.t.r9B5.  sj.nce then fuel  costs started  to  decrease graduerlly. A rear  fall  of oil  prices  emergerX shortly  after  f .l.  1986.
Figure 3.2.  :  overall  cost  indices  by element (Ftnine + North-south) in  ECU.
afl  ltftt;3rt  lr  ulrtrt  lr lcu lDlCal. l-l-lltt.ll
lrq,ut t!  ott Etrrt ar  tlti:rr  tf  tcu lDaC(t. l.l-lltl  .lI
F!r!9!rrra Il  rdrtr  rEr rotttrrto.  rr tcu lrOlctt. r-r-rttt  . to
t&,  cottt / lt^tt  4  atrtcrtt  / ttttc{rotttr crtrrl  co3r3 /  COI,It  D( crtr^t  / t^,lr^lrortt. 7Wt Ootrt / wtj  O( C^tftrll  / trltatloftrorrtr
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The decrease of  total  costs  in  1986 was exclusively  caused by
the  sharp fall  of  the oj-l  prices  in  the beginning of  1986.
AII  other  components have i-ncreaseo. Specially  wages and
other  costs are steadily  growing cost  components.
These "other  costsl  represent mainly services provided to  the
transporterr.  such as:  repairs,  maintenance,  port  fees,
rnsurance, etc.
Cost indices  by elements and by marKet
1.1.1985,  1. I. rgeO, 1. I .1987 rn nCU (r.1.  L979 = 100 ) .






















































total  costs 143 L47 r46
From LgTg trll  the  end of  1985 total  costs  j-ncreased slightly
more in  Rhine ti"iri"  (+60) than an North-south  (+47) '  mainly
because the  boom in  oil  prrces had a greater  impact on Rhine
costs  (Rnine traffrc  is  in  general more fuel  consuming per
tkm) .  Now that  oi-I prices  hive  gone down the  dl-f ference in
cost  level  has become less'
853.8.3.  Total  cost development by flag  in  nation.ll  currency
If  costs are monitored j-n national  currency, big  differences
appear between rtost development.s by flag,, mainly due to
differences  in  :lnflari_on rates  in  the per:iod L979-Lgg4.
However in  1986 the evolution  was in  all  Member States
concerned about the same, namely a decrease of  total  costs
during the firsr[  three quarters and an upgoing line
therea fter.
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In the followinq  table  cost increases in
by nationality  of  the carrier.
t2lat
I tla  I tl7
1986 are broken down
Table 3.31. : Total cost indj-ces by nationality'  of  the carrj-er in
national. currency (1.1. L979 = 100 ) .
B (BF) D (DM) F ( r'jF) NL (HFL)
l. l. 1985














Increase 1986 -  5r3 * -59 -  2r',.L g -6,9*
86A registration  of  costs and prrces  in  nationaf  currency
includes  so many monetary effects  that  it  is  not possible
get a clear  and separate vi-ew of  the  developments  in  the
European transport  market.  Therefore the  rest  of  the
analyses wiII  be based on ECU.
3.8.4.  cost  developments by shiptype  (in  ECU)
Table 3 .32. z Cost indices  (total  costs)  by shiptype in  ECU
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The i-ncident of  the  fuel  cost  increase in  the  yeaTs -L97-9/L985
andthesteepdecreasein1986h/asmoststronglyfeltfor
pustrer units.  Apart  from the  oj'I  prices  the  costs
developments o.rLr the years were relatively  small.  During the
last  two years costs  lncreased more for  small vessels than
for  big  ones. The followj-ng table  wiII  give  a closer  look at
the  influence  of  the oilprice  fluctuatton  and the  other  costs














































Cornparison between cost  and price  developnr,ents by market
a)  Rhine market
The cornparison of  cost  and prj-ce indrces  for  Rhine traffirc
may require  some explanation.
cost  indices  are calculated  on the basis  o:E costs per  tril". Price  indices  can either  be based on prices  per  ronn!  or revenues (prices)  p".  tr!e.  For a crein  cornp5rfson-c5sts  per
trip  should be con:rpared with  revenues per Lrip.  As long as the average loading  factor  of  the  ships does not  change tlre pattern  of  price  indices  per tonne or  per trip  will  be thr:
same (price  per tonne x tonnes carried  = revenue per rrip,).
However, in  Rhine traffic  the  average load:r.ng factors  are far from constant.  rn periods of  low water reveli  the  roading
factors  can go down sharpty  (up to  5o* of  rhe normat teve.t). rn these circumstances  transporters  receivcl in  generar a "row water allowance" per ton,  whj-ch is  a compensation to  keep t-he
revenues per trip  on the  agreed rever.  so pri_ces per  tonne wilr  show an upswi.ng in  this  situation  whilLe prj-ces per rrr.p will  remai.n the  same.
88But there  is  a second effect  that  has to  be taken into
account. Reduced load factors  imply that  more ships are
needed to  keep the normal cargo flow  going.  So an increase in
demand is  felt  in  the market which causes a further  upward
pressure on prices.  Consequentl], not only prl-ces per tonne,
but  also  revenues per trip  will  90 up -  although to  a much
Iesser  degree -  in  such Periods.
What influenced  the price  developments  on the  Rhine rn  1986
rhe most was the  extieme low oil  price.  The OiI  trade  reacted
in  filling  their  total  storage.  As a result  there  v/as a
scrong demano on the  liquid  cargo market that  slvept the
rransport  prj.ce sky high.  After  in  second half  of  1986 every
storage naO been fiffeO  and the  oil  price  had increased the
rransport  price  for  lj-quid  cargo sunk again very  fast  to  the
old  ( row) Iever.
In  figure  3.3 price  indices  per trip  and per tonne are
presentecl for  dry  and liquid  cargo and compared to  the
evolutron  of  costs  in  Rhine traffic  as a whole'
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the  second quarter
the  last  quarter  of
the  strong
of  1986 ano the
r985.
89The cost/price  ratio  of  L979 has been chosen as the  referenc,e Ievel,  because this  year is  considered as a year with
equrribrj.um between clemand and supply on the  lRhine market.
The downgor-ng demand in  1980, and the overcapi:city  that resurted thereof,  caused a sharp farl  in  pricras both in  dry and liquid  cargo.
Il_grv  cargo the  situation  deteriorated  furthc.r  ln  the perroo
1981-1983. rn 1983 profitabiriry  reached its  lLowesr poinr,
r,rlth prices  down to  90 while  costs had gone up to  r50.  since then the situation  has improved srightry  and cyraduarry.
since then the  evolut.ion of  prices  runs more or  less  paralte-L with  the evolution  ofi costs.  The uplift  in  prj-ces in  rggo
concerned mainly liqurd  cargo.
General remarks
The cost indices  are based on a detailed  stud.lr -  carrred  out in  L982  concerning the  cost  structure  and tirre proauctivity
of  different  types of  inland  navigation  ente16rrises.  si_nce then.the periodicar  changes in  cost  elements (tuer,  wages, etc.)  have been appli.ed on the  costs per trip  carcurated for the base year,  but possible  changes in  the  productivity  were not taken into  account so far.  rn  l9g5 the  EBlrl on behalf  of the Commission carried  out  a globat  study on 1!.he productivity-evoluti-on  for  motorvessels in  drly cargo.  The
outcome indicates  an average productlvj_ty inc:r'ease (more
trrps  as a result  of  shorter  turn  around times ronger workinqi hours and other  factors)  of  about 3* per annurrr. It  is intendeo to  introduce  i.n the  future  a correct:Lon factor  for productivity  changes in  the  calculation  of  corjt indj.ces.
90North-South marlcet
InlnternationalNorth-Southtraffictherearedifferent
market regimesr whj'ch results  in  different  prrce
develoPments.
* The market for  lrquid  cargo is  free'  as it  is  on the
Rhrne.Thesameappliesformostofthesandandgravel
transPorts.
*  The rest  of  dry cargo is  in  prrnciple  subjec^t to  a tour  de
r6le  .y"t.*,  aithot]gn ttttr"  are exceptions for  certatn
transports betwett' frr' and B'  Prices in  this  regulate9'.--^^
,ourL"i ur"  frxed after  negotratrons between representatrves
of  ttu""p"tt"t"  and shippers rn the tarrff  committees' or
bY transPorters uniIateraIIY'
Figure 3.5.:  Cost and price  developmen!:- for  international
North-South traffic,  in  ECU'
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9lPrices  in  the  free  se(lment of  the North-South market show
roughly the  same pattr:rn  as on the Rhine. The lowest point  j_n
prices  compared to  costs \,ras reached at  the  er:rd of  1983.
since then prices  deveropeo parallel  with  cost.s or  tended to
rise  slightly  more.
Prices in  riquid  cargo showed the  same upswing in  1996 as on
the  Rhine. The effect  of  the  low oil  prices  and the  extra
demand for  tankers in  Rhine traffic  in  this  per:riod has played
a rore.  Ano like  on the  Rhine the  upswing has Lurned out to
be of  a temporary nature.
As the prices  in  the  regulated market are curr',entry more
attractive  for  the transporters  than on the  fr,ee market, the
overcapacity in  dry  cargo vessels tends to  con:rcentrate on the
waitj-ng rists  of  the tour  de r6le-systems (rncluding  the  tour
de r6le  systems for  domesti-c transport  in  NL a:nd B) .  rnis
leads to  an increase of  waiting  times,  see $ 3.7.3,  which has






Data and summary of  the chaPter
The goods transport  by railway  is  the  least  integrated  part  of
the market observation system. The statistical  data presented
in  thj-s chapter have been supplied by the  statl-stlcaI  offaces
of  12 member countries.  They correspond to  those presenteO  on
the basis of  the statistical  Directive  for  rail  transport  sent
to  the statistical  office  of  the  European community
(Eurostat).  The j-nformatj-on concernl-ng the tarj-ff  development
in  the Federal Republic of  Germany, Belgium, France, ItaIy  and
in  the Netherlands has been prepared on basis of  prlce  surveys
carrred  out  among railway  companies In  five  countrles.
The analysis  establishes  a comparison between the data of  f985
and 1986 plus  in  several  cases statistical  series  constructed
since LgTt in  order to  determine the  developments that  have
arisen  over a longer period  and in  order to  be able to  make
comparison with  the data presented for  other  modes (especially
inland  watervray)  .
The tables  contain  relatively  detailed  information.  The
analysrs,  however, is  restricted  to  the principal  results.
The contents of  chaptet 4 can be summarized as follows:







4.  Raj-Iway prl-ce  indices
relation
commoditi-es
934.L.2  General traffic  development
The 1986 rail  freight  figures  were disappoirrting  in  almost
every l{ember State,  with  an overall  decline  for  the llyelve  of almost 4*,  from 578.9 mirlion  tonnes in  l985i to  652.1 million
tonnes.
International  traff.ic  fell
particularly  on the French
greater  detail  in  Section
is  due, above all,  t.o the
industry  which redur:ed the
products moved by rail.
faster  than national  traffic,
and German railways.  As explained in
4.3,  this  loss  of  traffic  since  l9B5
5.lg  decline  in  actj-vity  in  the  steel
volume of  ore,  scrap and steel
The irreversible  decline  in  heavy industry  f:,orced the  rairways to  contj.nue restructuring  their  nati-ona.l_ anol international
services towards rol,v volume, high  varue-adderd g994r in  19g6
too.
P!.1!g.the  period  1979-1986 rorat  activiry  hiias decreased by 20,4*  (EUR 12),  although there  were large  differences  betwe,en the Member states.  lthe French market has shrrunk by one third.
The developments in  the other  countries  have, been less  dramatic
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95'4.2  Railway traffic  devrelopment by relation
Table 4.2 shows the number of  tonnes in  1985 and 1996, the j-ncrease or decline  regj-stered and the  growt.h rate  of  each biraterar  relation  trnd of  the national  iraff:ic.
For the  sake of  uni:Formity v/ith  the  chaptersi concerning road
and waterway transport,  the data concerning .Belgium and
Luxembourg have been combined.
As far  as Ireland  is; concerned, the only  i-ntr3rnationaL rail traffic  is  between the Republic of  rrerand  a:nd Northern Ireland.  on this  rel-ation  no inforrnation  has been communr-ca-Led.
International  j-ntra--community traf  f ic  (EUR-1:2 ) tras decreaserl by 0.98.  Totat traffic  entering  Member States has registered  a regression,  except for  the  imports toward thr: Netherlands (+6'42).  As far  as the  outgoing traffic  is  concerned, the srtuation  is  slightJ-y more drfferentj.ated:  erren if  the  Iargr: majority  of  the expc,rts of  Member states  by rair  show a regression,  traffic  coming from Greece and, although in  a resser way, Denmark shows a certain  growth (ltl,3E  Jno 311* respectively)  .
The deterioration  of: intra-community traffic  has continued :Ln a more and more severe manner during the  entirel  year 1986. During the  fourth  trimester  the  l-oss amounts to  16,0* i-n comparisol \,rrth the corresponding period  in  the precedirlg year.  The
phenomenon  can be partially  explained by the  iact  that  the  r:ail had benefited  in  1985 from the transfer  of  ceirtain  Rhrne traffrc,  in  partj-cuLar  bet\,yeen the  Netherlanr:ls and Belgium on one hand and Germany on the other  hand. This phenomenon did  not occur again during the next year because of  t.he fact  that  tfre water level-s registered  on the  Rhj-ne did  not  reach the  same extremel_y Iow levels  in  autumn.
96Isfe 4.2 \blure cf tlafFic ty rait (rsticraf ard irtraCmnnity  tnftic / I@ tsres)
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97The relative  import,ance of  the  intra-CommunJrty flows  in  1986 is traced in  table  4.5.  The rairway  commodities transport  toward
Belgium and Luxemborurg (25,1*),  rtaly  ((23,t]g),  France (r9,Bg)
and Germany (17,3*)  represents 8G*. simurtaneousry, the traffic
from Germany (26,8*),  France (262) and the  llenelux countries (33,8*)  are approxirnately equal importance arnd correspond ro
more than 87* of  thr: total.


































Tota I 100,0 :100, 0
Arnong these principerl  flows,  the  intra-Community traffic  from
and toward the  abover ment.t-oned countries  has registered  the
foLlowing decreases:
-  U.E.B.L.  :
-  Germany  :
-  France  :
Italy  :











If  one consLders separately the  ingoing and outgoing traffic,
one finds  that  the  following  relatj-ons  have r.rndergone
varrations  of  more t,han one milliorr  tonnes:
-  toward the E.u.E.L.  :
from France  :
from Germany  :
-  toward France  :
-  toward Italy  :
3,2 Mj-o t,.
3, 0 l"lio t,.
2,8 Mio t;
1,9 Mio t,.






98In  1986 the Belgium-Luxembourg ingoing and outgoing traffic
lost  the growth gained in  the  t!'ro previous years by falling
million  tonnes to  end below the  L9B4 level.  This also holds
Germany which also  does not  succeed in  reaching the  L9B4
figures  (-2,O lnio t).  On the whoLe the  1985 gains hrere wiped
out to  produce results  poorer than the year before this
short-Iived  growth.
Important changes (  500000 tonnes) have been registered





































The relations  concerning France already have undergone -  except
for  the  relation  toward the  E.U.B.L. -  negatj-ve developments
between L9B4 and 1985. The other  relations,  which mark this
year of  decline,  had registered  important progress last  year,
in  particular  in  the  case of  the  flows bet\rreen the  Netherlands
and Germany. These have benefitted  j-n f9B6  let's  repeat t-t
from transports  that  are usually  carried  out by the  inland
navigation,  because of  low water levels  on the  Rhine. The
relations  of  the E.U.B.L. toward Germany remained stable  and,
frnally,  the traffrc  between the E.U.B.L.  and the Netherlands
continueo to  grow.
OLher analyses show that  this  very important actavlty  decrease
of  the  intra-Community traffic  essentially  concerns the ores'
metal waste and metal products.
The underlying edition  of  the annual report  integrates  for  the
frrst  time in  the tables  of  the  railway  traffic  data,
concerning the  exchanges of  Spain and Portugal with  the other
Member States.  Table 4.4 provides information  on the traffic
from and to  the two countries  of  the  Iberic  peninsule.
Total  railway  traffrc  between Spain/Portugal and other  Common
Market countries  is  rather  limited.  Spaln generates 78* of  the
traffic  and Portugal  22*.  Incoming traffic  (50*)  and outgorng
traffic  (49.5*)  take almost equal shares. About half  of  the
traffic  goes to  or  cornes from Germany which l-s followed by
France (272),  the E.U.B.L.  (f0*)  and Italy  (78).
99Last year Germany occupied the  first  place i:n national  traffic
with  227 MJ-o t,  folllowed by United Kingdom (l3e  mio t)  and
France (104 Mio t).
The developments of  these three  traffic  groujps have been very
different:  Germany and France have registererC b€tw€en 1985 and
1986 losses of  respectively  ll,B  Mro t(-4,9*)  and 10,3 Mio t
(-9,0*),  while  Brit:Lsh national  traffic  incr',eased by L7,7 ltio  t
(+I4,7*),  This divergence is  so much the  mor',e remarkable as the
German economy has attained  better  results  tlhan the  British
one.
The ltalian  market l,rhich is  much less  extensiver  has registered
a slight  decrease (-3,t*)  in  1986. Thi-s cons'titutes  a new
depression for  the traffic  flows t.hat have n,ct benefitted  from
the recovery in  1981t.
The development of  the  fluvj.al  transport  mar,ket in  Belgium and
Luxembourg  5-s also negative  (-6,18).  This  fc)Ilov/s the  excellent
progression of  21*  in  1985 which lies  above, the  L9B4 level.
Equally,  Dutch national  traffic  Aains 2,L*  i,;n comparison to  the
preceding year.  Compared to  the  rest  the  int,erior  traffrc  in
the Benelux has behaved very well  in  f986.
'+.3  Traffic  development by commodity  group
,4. 3 . I  l4a in  commod ity  groups
A detailed  analysis  of  the  data divided  by NIST group shows that
the development of  railway  transport  is  esse,ntialy 1J-nked t.ro o
Iimited  number of  categories,  whictr have been more affected  by
the economic recess:Lon and structural  changes. One should
nevertheless not  fo::get that  other  factors  (,political,
commercial, etc,)  alLso could have played an ,important role  in
the development of  'Lhese generally  negati-ve 'Lrends.
The four  main commoclity groups which are trarnsported by rai.I
are the  following:
Solid mrneral fuelLs (NST 2)
-  Pleral products (NST 5 )
Ores and metal waste (NST 4)
-  Machinery, transport  equipment and manufuactural articles
(Nsr e )
These 4 NST categor:Les represent 53* of  tota.l  railway  traff  ic.
If  one adds to  this  crude and manufactured m:lnerals and
building  materials  IINST 6 )  and petroleum pro<1ucts (NST 3 )  one
comes to  81* of  total  commodities transported  by rail.
r00Table 4.4 Volume of  product
by rail  (natj-onat
categories  NST 2,
and international
4,5and9t:ransported









































Table 4.5 Market shares of
totat  of  national
EUR 10
the  NST 2,  4,  5 and
and international
9 categories  in  the


























l0lconsequentry, raj.l  freight  is  dominated by bulk  commodities,
i.e.  products with  a low value/weight  ratio.  Since the  unil:
price  of  the product is  so row, transport  c,osts account for  a
relatrvery  rarge proportion  of  the  finar  cos;t. Raj-l offers  a
number of  advantages in  this  respect,  since j-t  can carry  large
tonnages in  a singles  consignment. At  the  srarne time,  howev€:r,
this  can work to  its  disadvantage j-nsofar as it  implies  heervy
specialization  in  a small number of  commodi[.res produced b!'  a
Iimited  firms.
The predominance of  NST categories  2,  4 and 5 -  all  three  of
them associated with  the  steel  industry  -  siuggested a fairl.y
close cause-and-effect relationship  between certain  indust:-iaI
indicators  for  the  steel  i.noustry and rail  f:reighr  traffic.
Table 4.6 sets the  industrial  production,  coal productiorr €rrrct
crude steer  production indices  alongside ra:i.r traffrc  level.s.
Tabre 4.6  rndustrial  l-ndicators and goods traffic  transpor.t by rait  (EUR 12)
Table 4.6  shows at,a  glance how the  raj-l  transport  indicator
mirrors,  albeit  somretimes with  a certain  timelag,  general
trends in  industrial  production  and in  acti\/ity  in  the  branches


















































t02Ibbre 4.7 Votr.nre of protucrs of tiEI2 c?tegoqr (sorid mireml fi.rels)carried by rail cn inter)al
tortes ard bilateml rqrtes (fOOO tcrrres).
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103Tbble 4.8  Volrrne of prodrrts of llSr4 categpL? (irur ore, i:rrr ard steel r^Bsite, blast. fi.nrne
























































































































































































































Production of  both crude steel  and coal -  two of  the key
products moved by rail  -  declined betr^'een 1980/81 and 1983'
This was fotlowed by a particularly  sharp decline  in  coal
production in  1984. Industriat  output  in  general started  to
i""o1r".  in  1993, but  it  took another year for  the t1de to  turn
in  the steel  industry  and until  1985 in  the coal  industry'
Throughout this  perioo,  total  rndustrial  output kept relatively
close to  1979 level  and never lost  more than 3.8 points,  even
in  the worst year  (1982). By contrast,  coaf and steel  acti-vity
both suffered  far  heavier  losses in  quick  succession (,3I.1* by
coal  in  I9B4 after  22.42 by steel  in  f9B3).  The average decli-ne
in  rail  traffic  levels  stood between these two values.
Between 1985 and 1986 the upshting in  general industrj-a1 output
in  the twelve Member states  was further  consolidated'  In
contrast  to  the  coal  industry,  which continued the  revival
started  in  1985, the  steel  industry  suffered  further  losses
iAorr, 5.1*),  which tri-ggered slighlty  smaller  losses of  rail
tra ffic  .
NST 2:  Solid  mineral  fuels
AII  in  all  f9B6 was a poor year,  both on national  and
l-nternatlonal  services.
ThedevelopmentbyrelationrevealafallinoutPutlnthe
community. German- coal  exports,  for  example, were dow,n 2I'5*'
The national  traffic  figures  fell  sharpty in  France (Aown 1I'5*
or  1.5 mill:-on  tonnes) 5nd Belgi-um/Luxembourg  (down 11'2*  or
1.3 millron  tonnes).  It  is  not  clear  to  what extent  the  return
of  certal-n coal transport  to  the  inland  \^taterways or  the
continuing  switch to  nuclear power in  several countries  are
responsible for  thj-s phenomenon '
NST 4s Ores and metal waste
After  three  successive years'  uninterrupted  grqv/th, ore and
metal waste movements faII  sharply  in  1986 to  return  to  close
to  1984 levels.
Table 4.A shows that  the  Netherlands-Germany route-is  the
busiest  international  line,  carrying  37* of  all  NST 4
Lnternational  rail  freight.  togelfrei  with  the France-Italy  link
ir  bore the brunt  of  th6  1986 decline  in  international  rail
tra ffic.
The top  exportj-ng regions were North Rhine Westphalia and
H"*U"rg (Olrmanyi, aitwerp  and Flanders (Belgrum), the
Netherlands and Nord-pas-de-calais  (rrance).  The top  importers
were Wallonra--is;igtrrt),  Lower Saxony, Saarland and North Rhine
w"sipnarru  (eermani) and Lorraine  (r'rance) '
105Tabre 4.9  sets out the  region-by-region  brr:rakdown betv/een the leading routes in  1986 in  the  form of  a corrparison wlth  thre 1985 traffic  figures  and of  each region,s  :r'erative market share. At present,  these routes generate orJ,er 70* of  arl  lilsr 4 traffic  moved by rail.
Region-by-region breakdown of  NST trtrffic  j.n 1986 (t) Table 4.9
Route 1986/r985 l4arket share
From Germany:











.  Lower Saxony
.  Saarland

























r06Tbble 4.I0 Volune of prdrrts of l{$5 category (nefaf proarrts) carried by rail <xr irrUernl
rcuLes ard bilateml rqrtes (1CD0 tsres).
Emrt






































































































































































































































































1074,3.4  NST 5:  Metal products
In  1986 metal proouct movements were down 1.2.3* on 1985. Sthe top  exportj-ng and importing  regions were b:r'oadly the  same as
for  NST category 4.  Traffic  grew on very  fr:rw interregional.
routes in  1986.
Table 4.lf  sets out the region-by-region  b:r'eakdown betweerr
leadj-ng routes in  1986, in  the  form of  a comparison with  t.he
1985 figures  and of  each region's  rerative  market share. A,t present,  these routes generate 37?' of  all  l\tST 5 traffic  movect
by rail.
Table 4.lI  Region-by-region breakdown of  NST 5 t:r'affic  in  1986 (8)
Route L9B6 / L9B5 Market share
From Germany:






































108Table 4.12 Volune of products of NST9 category (vehlcles, transport equipment'
and parts thereof, nanufactures of metal, glass, glassware, ceramlc
textiles,  clothlng and other manufactured artlcles) carrled by rall

























































































































































































































































































































































1094.3.5  NST 9:  Miscellanous products
This category showed the  smallest  fall  in  1986.
It  is  far  harder to  pinpoint  the busrest  rer;Ji-onal routes  for
this  category,  since the goods are so diversre. Consequentll',
the analysis  of  the  changes since  1986 has l:reen confined to  a  ' few representative  routes.
Table 4.L3 shows part  of  the picture  today.  .
Table 4.13 Region-by-region breakdown of  NST 9 traffic  l-n 1986 (S')
Route r986/r98s Irlarket share
-  From Germany:
.  Nortlr Rhine Westphalia
-  To France:
.  IIe  de France







ll04.4  Rail  prices  indices
4.4,L  Introduction
At  the moment price  surveys are conducted i-n Germanyr Belgium,
France, Italy  and the Netherlands'  These five  railways  have
agreed on a method based on a basket of  representatj-ve
commodidities for  each link,  based on the actual  traffic  data
for  the  reference period  (fgBI).  The indices  are based on the
official  rail  tariffs  in  francs.  They take no account of  the
reOuctions granted,  which are sometj-mes substantial.
4.4.2  Price  develoPments bY route
The quarterly  data are published in  the market development
r"poft",  taking  the  rates  on 31 December 198I as l0O.  Price
trlnos  in  1986 are  summed up in  the  table  set out below.
Table 4.L4  Price  index 1986
Route index increase (?)
in  1986

























































































ilrThe bj-ggest pr.t-ce increases
ItaIy  to Belgiurn/Luxembourg
Belgium/Luxembourg  . Tarif fs
from Belgium/Luxembourg  and
France.
(over 4*)  were on the  links  from
and from the  Neth€:rlands to
also  rose by over 3* on the  links;
the Netherlands a:crd from Germany to
Usually,  these increases matched the  inflationr  rates  in  the  t.wo countries  rinked and, where appropriate,  in  anry countries transited.  But rail  tariffs  seem to  have risen  faster  than thre average.inflation  rate  on some routes  (e.g.  between




Container tfansPort  l9B5
The data in  paragraph 5.I.1  to  5.1.3  have been established
with  the asslstance of  rntercontainer  (soci6t6  internationale
pour Ie  transport  par transcontainers);  an enterprise  owned by
25 European railways  companies for  the  international  carriage
of  containers.
These data cover conLainer movements by rail  in  Europe which
is  a wider area than the  CommunitY'
From paragraph 5.1.4  onwards, data are reproduced on-
intraiommunity transports  of  containers by rail  as they are
collected  through the  statistical  Directive  Rail.
International  rail  container  traffic  amounted in  1986 to
887,083 TEU. This total  was slightly  (z *)  below 1985. The
transport  market by nature very brisk  had to  cope in  1986 more
than Lver with  extErnal  influences.  Traffic  arow'Lh was held
back by the Tschernobyl accident which reduced sharply the
volume! of  fresh  milk  carried  in  block  trains  to  ltal-y  and by
severe strikes  in  Belgium and France '
Development  of  total  container  traffic  by rail
(in  TEU) (*)
CHAPTER 5
Table 5.1




























(*)  TEU: Twenty feet  equivalent  unit.
Development  of  total
(in  'OOO OO0 TEU-km)
container  traffic  bY rail-



































l13Traffic  to and from the ports remains, in  ter:rrs of both vorumer and revenue, the most important container traffic.  However, strong growth area througout 1996 and continu.i.ng noh, is  the inner Europe use of pool containers and swap h,ody traffic.
Tabre 5.3 container traffic  broken down by sector, in  TEU and share of  each sector
Table 5.3 A
1986 86/8s









II2,  54  TEU
+68
-33
others  (transits,  direct.  G.B.) 55,67I  TEU -9t
container  traffic  to-and  from the port€.  fhe  loaden crtntainer  traffic Tn trris  EeEt6r-rE"ae" ii"il-?."ora  high  with  3g7.912 1,EU an increase of  1.3 *  over  1985. The volume of  empf.y corrtainer  tra:f:fic  fell  by 20 t from the previous year.  on the  one trina  this  developmrant indicates  an important  balance and a more rational  organization  of  certain  traffic  flows
{?t  "  rarge part  of  the  year on the  ottrei  hand rhe lgll5  tigures  were distorted  by an extra  ordinary  high  empty traffic  volume.
continental  traffic.  The decesive factor  affecting  continental  traffic: rwnTcE ?oEe-u] z.g  *  *i"-u-;;j;,  increase  in  loaded mo\/emenrs.
9tI::-"=  The other  two marke'B sectors  of  inter  container  are di-rect uraffic  with  Great Britain  and Eire  and traffic  with  or  via  the  ussR according together  for  6.2  g of  TEU volume. Both sectors  recorded a ,clown turn.
container  traffic
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l t5In  table  5.4  the  total  amount of  887.083 TEU of  1986 and the  toLal
amount of  904.803 TEIJ of  1985 are devided over  EUR-12 and third
countries  with  growLh rates  in  8.
Considerable  differences  between 85/86 figures  can be noticed  in  the
national  transport  f:lgures  of  Germany (+34.3*)  ,and France (+29.'l*)
and in  the  relation  Germany-Italy  (-17.38)  Tsctr,ernobyl  (accident),
Germany-France  (-a9.2*  -  strike  of  S.N.C.F).  To.E.al to  and from lB/L
had also  a severe fall  back of  resp.  -13.8*  andt ll.9*  (strike).  rn
Iast  trimester  of  19U6 the  container  transport  narket  recovered (see
also  fig.  5.f)  so that  the  results  as a whole \^irere not  far  behir:d of
1985 after  all.  The::elation  third  countries  EUIR-l2 take  2l.Bg  of  the total  amount. fhe  mailn relations  are  Sweden (3.'7*  of  the  total
amount), Switzerland  (5.2*)  and Austria  (4.7*),
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Apart  from the  normal seasonal ups and downs th,€! nonthly  developrments reflects  elearly  the hold  back of  the  trafffic  ,ctrowttr uy trre Tchernobyl accident  in  the  period  May and June ernd the  other  ho.ld backs due to  the  strikes  in  Belgium and France.
l165.1.4 Figures are also available  from the council  statistical  directive
rail.  The figures  relate  to  national  and international  container
traffic  in  number of  containers,  full  and empty alg  in  tonnes by
Member states.  Not all- the figures  are yet  available'  rn the
following  tables are publisnefi tne figules  of  1985 of  EUR-10 and the
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l195.2.  Piqgv Back Transport
The sources gf  puragraph 5.2.L  are the year reports  and statistics  of  the U.f .R.R.  (union internaticrnale  des soci6t6s de transport  combin6 rail/route).  Paragraph 5.2.2  presents data of  the sratistical  Directive  RaiI.
5'2'r  Piggy back (combined rail/route  traffic)  is  the  transport  of lorries  or  their  loading units  (swop-bodies or  semi-trailers) by rail.
rn  combined rail/ro,ad  traffic  we distinguish  the rransport  of
1.  Swop-bodies wirh  vertical  loading 2.  semi-trailers  wi'th vertical  or  horizontal.  roading 3.  whote road-trainrs with  horizontal  roading u""ornpSrried  by drivers  in  sleep.ing cars.
The transport  of  swop-bodies covers 61 *  of  the piggy back transport  in  Europe today.  rt  offers  the  adv,antag.-i.i-rut  only  a l_ow dead weight must be transported  on the  railwSy  and hence the traction  power of  the  locomotives can ber exploited  full.y. The second most fre<1uent technique (Zg E) eslpecially  in international  traff:Lc  is  the transport  of  serri-trailers  in  the special  pocket wagorrs.
To fulfil  loading g.ruge requirements speciar wagons have beren deveroped where in  the axles of  the  se*i-tra:iler  are sunk in  a "pocket" between the bogies of  the \,ragon armost down to  the upper edge of  the rerils.
The technique with  the  strongest  growth is  the  rol_ling motorway, with  a traffic  share of  11 g.  There, whore iorries are driven  up onto sipecial very  frat  wagons under their  own power. The driver  accompanies  the transport  irn a sleeping c;rr.
Fig.  5.2  Total  traffic  in  1986  split  accr:rrdinq to  technj-que
Tabf-e 5.9  gives the matrix  of  shipments in back transport  between states  wherLas table developments of  the  last  four  years.
i.nternational  pj_ggy
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t22Kombi-verkehr  (W. Germany) today has the  largest  share of  the
European Pi99Y back transPort'
There has been in  1986 a satisfactory  increase of  2L 'L  *  in





cemat has srandardized the pi99y back traffic  in  ltaly  by
fusionwiththecompanyrerpac-andisstrivingnoh'to'conduct
theinternationattratricoverthealpsfurtherbyrailto
central  and southern ItalY'
TheNetherlandscompanyTrailstarconductstrafficmainly
between Rotterdam, Venro and nothern rtaly.  The traffic  with
swop-bodies, predomin?l:Iy with  Swop-tank constructions  has
gro\./n esPeciallY in  1986'
The Belgian T.R.W. also has its  focus on the traffic  with
Italy.  It  accounts for  around 70 *  of  the total'
The main emphasis of  Kombi-Dan (Denmark), (founded in  1985) is
the traffic  with  w-Germany, Sr+itzerland and Italy.  Up to  now
only vertical  loading by crane tras been available'  where by
=roi-noaies  amount to  9o *  of  the  vorume'
Transnova are resting  at  the
was made more difficult  in  1986 bY The activities  of  the  SPanish
moment. The traffic  in  SPain
tariff  increases.
123li'2'2  Data from the rail  statistical  Directive  for  t9B6 are available for  the countries  G<lrmany, France, rtaly,  Ber lgium and Denmark, see table  5.11.
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Inetitut  du TransPort routier
Danmarks Statistik
IFO (lnstitut  ftlr Wirtechaftaforschung)
Centre de Productivit6 dea Transportg
Ethnikl St"tigtiii  Vpit"eta (National Statistical  Office)
Unl,vereity CoIIege, Dublin.
Centro Studi eui Sietemi di Trasporto-
service centrai de ra statietiqu-e et de8 Etudee 6cononiquea
Economiech Bureau voor het Weg- en Watervervoer
Department of Tran8Port
(b)w
D  Bundeeverband dee Deutachen Guterfernverkehre (SOf) e'V'
F  Conit6 national  routier
l[L  Economiach Bureau voor l.et  Weg- en Watervervoer
B  Instituut  voor WegtransPort
;  rEatr"tion  des comnerga;ttt au Grand-Ducha
tK  Road Haulage Aesociation l'td'
DK Landeforeningen  Danske Vongmaend
(c)  Road Price Survev
Institut  du TranaPort routier
Blc (Bundesa"rliii for den Goterfernverkehr)
Miniettre des TranaPorta
Centro Studi sui Sietemi di TrasPorto
llinigtlre  des TranePortg
NIwo(Nederlandschelnternationalelrlegvervoerorganieatie)
CiS- tC"tttraal Bureau voor de Statistiek)
(d)  Inland Waterway Opinion Survev
Rhlne  Central Rhine Commieeion
North-southB.InstitutPourleTranaPortParBatellerie



















(e) r.w. cost survev
NL  Economisch  Bureau voor het weg- en wat€:rvervoer in collaboration with  3 F  Office national de la navigation B  Institut  pour le transport par Batelle:r,ie D  Bundesverband der deutschen Binnenschififahrt
(f)  RaiI Tariff  fndices.
D  DB (Deutsche ljundesbahn) F  sNcF (soci6t6 nationare des chemins de fer  frangaie) r  Fs (Azienda autonoma delre F.errovie ae:rio-stit"j fIL  NS (Nederlandse Spoorwegen) B  NMBs/sNcB (soci6tE nationare des chemins de fer  bergee.)
Combined Transport
rntercontainer  (container traffic  -  trafic  c',nteneurie6 - contai.nerverkehr)
Interunit  (piggy-uack -  Ferroutage -  Huckepac.k)
Road Tonnaqea
D  KBA-BAG Kraftfiahrt-Bundesamtes und der lBundeeanstart fur den GUterfernv'erkehr
F  Minietlre  des Transports -  Service des :rranaporta routiere R-2
r  Minieterio  dei Trasporti  -  Dir.  generar* poc NL  CBS -  Centraal Bureau voor ae Stitistiel< B/t  fNS -  Institut  national  de Statistiques UK  GSS -  Department of  Transport fRL  Univereity  College, Dublin DK  Danmarks Statistik
cR  Ethniki  Statistiki  ypiresia
E  Ministerio de Tr,ansport6s, Turismo y comun.icaciones P  Ministerio dos Transportes e Comunicagoes A  0sterreichisches Statistisches ZentraLamt CH  Bundesamt f0r Stat i st i k
S0EC (Luxembourg) Directive 7g/546
(i ) I. W. Tonnages
ONI  0ffice nationaL de Navigation
ccR  commission centraLe pour La Navigation du Rhinr
SOEC (Luxembourg)  Di rerctj ve 80/1119
Raj L Tonnages
SOEC (Luxembourg) Dire,ctive 80/1127
(j )  Rhi ne f Leet deve Lopments.
rnternationab  verein'igung des Rheinschiffsreg.isters (IVR)
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